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Executive Summary 203 

For many organizations, their employees, contractors, business partners, vendors, and/or other users 204 
utilize enterprise telework technologies to perform work from external locations. Most of these people use 205 
remote access technologies to interface with an organization’s non-public computing resources. The 206 
nature of telework and remote access technologies—permitting access to protected resources from 207 
external networks and often externally controlled hosts as well—generally places them at higher risk than 208 
similar technologies only accessed from inside the organization, as well as increasing the risk to the 209 
internal resources made available to users through remote access.  210 

All the components of telework and remote access solutions, including client devices, remote access 211 
servers, and internal resources accessed through remote access, should be secured against expected 212 
threats, as identified through threat models. Major security concerns include the lack of physical security 213 
controls, the use of unsecured networks, the connection of infected devices to internal networks, and the 214 
availability of internal resources to external hosts.  215 

There are additional security concerns for organizations that permit the use of client devices outside the 216 
organization’s control, such as employee, contractor, business partner, and vendor bring your own device 217 
(BYOD)1 personally owned laptops, smartphones, and tablets; and contractor, business partner, and 218 
vendor-controlled devices, referred to in this publication as third-party-controlled technologies. Even 219 
though the organization may have agreements with employees and third parties that require their client 220 
devices to be properly secured, those agreements generally cannot be automatically enforced, so 221 
unsecured, malware-infected, and/or otherwise compromised devices may end up connected to sensitive 222 
organizational resources. 223 

This publication provides information on security considerations for several types of remote access 224 
solutions, and it makes recommendations for securing a variety of telework, remote access, and BYOD 225 
technologies. It also gives advice on creating related security policies. To improve the security of their 226 
telework and remote access technologies, as well as better mitigate the risks posed by BYOD and third-227 
party-controlled technologies to enterprise networks and systems, organizations should implement the 228 
following recommendations: 229 

Plan telework-related security policies and controls based on the assumption that external 230 
environments contain hostile threats. 231 

An organization should assume that external facilities, networks, and devices contain hostile threats that 232 
will attempt to gain access to the organization’s data and resources. Organizations should assume that 233 
telework client devices, which are used in a variety of external locations and are particularly prone to loss 234 
or theft, will be acquired by malicious parties who will either attempt to recover sensitive data from them 235 
or leverage the devices to gain access to the enterprise network. Options for mitigating threats of loss or 236 
theft include encrypting the device’s storage, encrypting all sensitive data stored on client devices, and 237 
not storing sensitive data on client devices. For mitigating device reuse threats, the primary option is 238 
using strong authentication—preferably multi-factor—for enterprise access. 239 

Organizations should also assume that communications on external networks, which are outside the 240 
organization’s control, are susceptible to eavesdropping, interception, and modification. This type of 241 

                                                      
1  Strictly speaking, BYOD devices could be used only within the enterprise, and not for telework or remote access. However, 

the vast majority of BYOD devices are used externally, so for the purposes of this publication, all BYOD devices are 
considered telework devices. Also, the security concerns associated with enterprise-only BYOD devices are nearly identical 
to those for telework BYOD devices. 
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threat can be mitigated, but not eliminated, by using encryption technologies to protect the confidentiality 242 
and integrity of communications, as well as authenticating each of the endpoints to each other to verify 243 
their identities.  244 

Another important assumption is that telework client devices will become infected with malware; possible 245 
controls for this include using antimalware technologies, using network access control solutions that 246 
verify the client’s security posture before granting access, and using a separate network at the 247 
organization’s facilities for telework client devices brought in for internal use (see the last 248 
recommendation in the Executive Summary for additional information). 249 

Develop a telework security policy that defines telework, remote access, and BYOD requirements. 250 

A telework security policy should define which forms of remote access the organization permits, which 251 
types of telework devices are permitted to use each form of remote access, and the type of access each 252 
type of teleworker is granted. It should also cover how the organization's remote access servers are 253 
administered and how policies in those servers are updated.  254 

As part of creating a telework security policy, an organization should make its own risk-based decisions 255 
about what levels of remote access should be permitted from which types of telework client devices. For 256 
example, an organization may choose to have tiered levels of remote access, such as allowing 257 
organization-owned personal computers (PCs) to access many resources, BYOD PCs and third-party-258 
controlled client devices to access a limited set of resources, and BYOD smartphones and tablets to 259 
access only one or two lower-risk resources, such as webmail. Having tiered levels of remote access 260 
allows an organization to limit the risk it incurs by permitting the most-controlled devices to have the 261 
most access and the least-controlled devices to have minimal access.  262 

There are many factors that organizations should consider when setting policy regarding levels of remote 263 
access to grant; examples include the sensitivity of the telework, the level of confidence in the telework 264 
client device’s security posture, the cost associated with telework devices, the locations from which 265 
telework is performed, and compliance with mandates and other policies. For telework situations that an 266 
organization determines are particularly high-risk, an organization may choose to specify additional 267 
security requirements. For example, high-risk telework might be permitted only from organization-issued 268 
and secured telework client devices that employ multi-factor authentication and storage encryption. 269 
Organizations may also choose to reduce risk by prohibiting telework and remote access involving 270 
particular types of information, such as sensitive personally identifiable information (PII).2 271 

Ensure that remote access servers are secured effectively and are configured to enforce telework 272 
security policies. 273 

The security of remote access servers is particularly important because they provide a way for external 274 
hosts to gain access to internal resources, as well as a secured, isolated telework environment for 275 
organization-issued, third-party-controlled, and BYOD client devices. In addition to permitting 276 
unauthorized access to enterprise resources and telework client devices, a compromised server could be 277 
used to eavesdrop on communications and manipulate them, as well as to provide a “jumping off” point 278 
for attacking other hosts within the organization. It is particularly important for organizations to ensure 279 
that remote access servers are kept fully patched and that they can only be managed from trusted hosts by 280 
authorized administrators. Organizations should also carefully consider the network placement of remote 281 
access servers; in most cases, a server should be placed at an organization’s network perimeter so that it 282 

                                                      
2  More information on protecting PII is available from NIST Special Publication 800-122, Guide to Protecting the 

Confidentiality of Personally Identifiable Information (PII) (http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-122).   

http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-122
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acts as a single point of entry to the network and enforces the telework security policy before any remote 283 
access traffic or other traffic from telework client devices (such as BYOD devices using an organization’s 284 
wireless BYOD network) is permitted into the organization’s internal networks. 285 

Secure organization-controlled telework client devices against common threats and maintain their 286 
security regularly. 287 

There are many threats to telework client devices, including malware and device loss or theft. Generally, 288 
telework client devices should include all the local security controls used in the organization’s secure 289 
configuration baseline for its non-telework client devices.3 Examples are applying operating system and 290 
application updates promptly, disabling unneeded services, and using antimalware software and a 291 
personal firewall. However, because telework devices are generally at greater risk in external 292 
environments than in enterprise environments, additional security controls are recommended, such as 293 
encrypting sensitive data stored on the devices, and existing security controls may need to be adjusted. 294 
For example, if a personal firewall on a telework client device has a single policy for all environments, 295 
then it is likely to be too restrictive in some situations and not restrictive enough in others. Whenever 296 
possible, organizations should use personal firewalls capable of supporting multiple policies for their 297 
telework client devices and configure the firewalls properly for the enterprise environment and an 298 
external environment, at a minimum. 299 

Organizations should ensure that all types of telework client devices are secured, including PCs, 300 
smartphones, and tablets. For PCs, this includes physical security. For devices other than PCs, security 301 
capabilities and the appropriate security actions vary widely by device type and specific products, so 302 
organizations should provide guidance to device administrators and users who are responsible for 303 
securing telework mobile devices on how they should secure them. 304 

If external device use (e.g., BYOD, third-party controlled) is permitted within the organization’s 305 
facilities, strongly consider establishing a separate, external, dedicated network for this use. 306 

Allowing personally owned and third-party-controlled client devices to be directly connected to an 307 
organization’s enterprise networks adds considerable risk if the devices are placed on the organization’s 308 
internal networks, because these devices are often not secured to the same degree as the organization’s 309 
own devices. However, this risk can largely be mitigated by setting up a separate wired or wireless 310 
network within the enterprise dedicated to these devices. This network should be external (e.g., off the 311 
organization’s demilitarized zone [DMZ]) and not grant any more access to enterprise resources than 312 
users already have through remote access. This network should be secured and monitored in a manner 313 
consistent with how remote access segments are secured and monitored. 314 

 315 

                                                      
3  The National Checklist Repository (http://checklists.nist.gov/) is a source of security configuration baseline information. 

http://checklists.nist.gov/
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1. Introduction 316 

1.1 Purpose and Scope 317 

The purpose of this document is to assist organizations in mitigating the risks associated with the 318 
enterprise technologies used for telework, such as remote access servers, telework client devices 319 
(including bring your own device [BYOD] and contractor, business partner, and vendor-controlled client 320 
devices, also known as third-party-controlled devices), and remote access communications. The document 321 
emphasizes the importance of securing sensitive information stored on telework devices and transmitted 322 
through remote access across external networks. This document provides recommendations for creating 323 
telework-related policies and for selecting, implementing, and maintaining the necessary security controls 324 
for remote access servers and clients. 325 

1.2 Audience 326 

This document is primarily intended for security, system, and network engineers and administrators, as 327 
well as computer security program managers, who are responsible for the technical aspects of preparing, 328 
operating, and securing remote access solutions and client devices. Portions of the document are also 329 
intended for higher-level management, such as the individuals responsible for creating telework policies. 330 
The material in this document is technically oriented, and it is assumed that readers have at least a basic 331 
understanding of remote access, networking, network security, and system security. 332 

1.3 Document Structure 333 

The remainder of this document is organized into the following sections:  334 

 Section 2 provides an overview of enterprise telework and remote access security. It discusses general 335 
vulnerabilities and threats against telework and remote access solutions. It also describes the high-336 
level architectures of common remote access methods and the security characteristics of each 337 
architecture. Finally, it discusses concerns particular to BYOD use of organization networks. 338 

 Section 3 presents recommendations for securing remote access solutions, including server security, 339 
server placement, and client software security. It also covers authentication, authorization, and access 340 
control for remote access solutions. 341 

 Section 4 offers recommendations for securing telework client devices and protecting data on them.  342 

 Section 5 discusses security throughout the telework and remote access life cycle. Examples of topics 343 
addressed in this section include telework security policy creation, design and implementation 344 
considerations, and operational processes that are particularly helpful for security. 345 

The document also contains appendices with supporting material: 346 

 Appendices A and B contain mappings to NIST Special Publication (SP) 800-53 controls and 347 
Cybersecurity Framework subcategories, respectively. 348 

 Appendices C and D contain a glossary and an acronym list, respectively.  349 

 Appendix E lists resources that may be useful for gaining a better understanding of telework and 350 
remote access security. 351 

 352 
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2. Overview of Enterprise Telework and Remote Access Security 353 

Many people telework (also known as telecommuting), which is the ability for an organization’s 354 
employees, contractors, business partners, vendors, and other users to perform work from locations other 355 
than the organization’s facilities. Teleworkers use various client devices, such as desktop and laptop 356 
computers, smartphones, and tablets, to read and send email, access websites, review and edit documents, 357 
and perform many other tasks. These client devices may be controlled by the organization, by third parties 358 
(the organization’s contractors, business partners, or vendors), or by the users themselves (e.g., BYOD). 359 
Most teleworkers use remote access, which is the ability for an organization’s users to access its non-360 
public computing resources from external locations other than the organization’s facilities.  361 

This section of the publication provides an overview of security concerns for enterprise telework and 362 
remote access technologies. It explains the primary vulnerabilities and threats specific to telework and 363 
remote access security, and recommends mitigation strategies for those threats. It also discusses the most 364 
commonly used types of remote access methods, examines their major vulnerabilities, and recommends 365 
security controls to mitigate threats. Finally, it briefly discusses special considerations related to the use 366 
of BYOD and third-party-controlled client devices on an organization’s own networks. 367 

2.1 Vulnerabilities, Threats, and Security Controls 368 

Telework and remote access solutions typically need to support several security objectives. These can be 369 
accomplished through a combination of security features built into the remote access solutions and 370 
additional security controls applied to the telework client devices and other components of the remote 371 
access solution. The most common security objectives for telework and remote access technologies are as 372 
follows: 373 

 Confidentiality—ensure that remote access communications and stored user data cannot be read by 374 
unauthorized parties; 375 

 Integrity—detect any intentional or unintentional changes to remote access communications that 376 
occur in transit; and 377 

 Availability—ensure that users can access resources through remote access whenever needed. 378 

To achieve these objectives, all of the components of telework and remote access solutions, including 379 
client devices, remote access servers, and internal servers accessed through remote access, should be 380 
secured against a variety of threats. General security recommendations for any IT technology are 381 
provided in NIST Special Publication (SP) 800-53, Security and Privacy Controls for Federal 382 
Information Systems and Organizations.4 Specific recommendations for securing telework and remote 383 
access technologies are presented in this publication and are intended to supplement the controls specified 384 
in SP 800-53. 385 

Telework and remote access technologies often need additional protection because their nature generally 386 
places them at higher exposure to external threats than technologies only accessed from inside the 387 
organization. Before designing and deploying telework and remote access solutions, organizations should 388 
develop system threat models for the remote access servers and the resources that are accessed through 389 
remote access. Threat modeling involves identifying resources of interest and the feasible threats, 390 

                                                      
4  These recommendations are linked to three security categories—low, moderate, and high—based on the potential impact of 

a security breach involving a particular system, as defined in Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) 199, 
Standards for Security Categorization of Federal Information and Information Systems 
(http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/fips/fips199/FIPS-PUB-199-final.pdf).  

http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/fips/fips199/FIPS-PUB-199-final.pdf
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vulnerabilities, and security controls related to these resources, then quantifying the likelihood of 391 
successful attacks and their impacts, and finally analyzing this information to determine where security 392 
controls need to be improved or added. Threat modeling helps organizations to identify security 393 
requirements and to design the remote access solution to incorporate the controls needed to meet the 394 
security requirements. Major security concerns for these technologies that would be included in most 395 
telework threat models are as follows: 396 

 Lack of Physical Security Controls. Telework client devices are used in a variety of locations 397 
outside the organization’s control, such as users’ homes, coffee shops, hotels, and conferences. The 398 
mobile nature of these devices makes them likely to be lost or stolen, which places the data on the 399 
devices at increased risk of compromise. When planning telework security policies and controls, 400 
organizations should assume that client devices will be acquired by malicious parties who will either 401 
attempt to recover sensitive data from the devices or leverage the devices to gain access to the 402 
enterprise network.  403 

The primary mitigation strategies for device loss or theft are to encrypt the client device’s storage or 404 
just the sensitive data itself so that it cannot be recovered from the device by unauthorized parties, or 405 
to not store sensitive data on client devices. Even if a client device is always in the possession of its 406 
owner, there are other physical security risks, such as an attacker looking over a user’s shoulder at a 407 
coffee shop and viewing sensitive data on the client device’s screen. Organizations can mitigate 408 
threats involving device reuse, such as an attacker gaining remote control over a device or 409 
impersonating a user, by using strong authentication, preferably multi-factor authentication, for 410 
enterprise access. 411 

 Unsecured Networks. Because nearly all remote access occurs over the Internet, organizations 412 
normally have no control over the security of the external networks used by telework clients. 413 
Communications systems used for remote access include broadband networks such as cable, and 414 
wireless mechanisms such as IEEE 802.11 and cellular networks.5 These communications systems 415 
are susceptible to eavesdropping, which places sensitive information transmitted during remote access 416 
at risk of compromise. Man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks may also be performed to intercept and 417 
modify communications.  418 

Organizations should plan their remote access security on the assumption that the networks between 419 
the telework client device and the organization cannot be trusted. Risk from use of unsecured 420 
networks can be mitigated, but not eliminated, by using encryption technologies to protect the 421 
confidentiality and integrity of communications, as well as using mutual authentication mechanisms 422 
to verify the identities of both endpoints. 423 

 Infected Devices on Internal Networks. Telework client devices, particularly BYOD and third-424 
party-controlled laptops, are often used on external networks and then brought into the organization 425 
and attached directly to the organization’s internal networks. Also, an attacker with physical access to 426 
a client device may install malware on the device to gather data from it and from networks and 427 
systems that it connects to. If a client device is infected with malware, this malware may spread 428 
throughout the organization once the client device is connected to the internal network. Organizations 429 
should assume that client devices will become infected and plan their security controls accordingly.  430 

In addition to mandating use of appropriate antimalware technologies, such as antivirus software on 431 
laptops, organizations should consider the use of network access control (NAC) solutions that verify 432 

                                                      
5  Because of this assumption of lack of security of the network connection, this publication does not address leased lines, dial-

up and DSL modems, or other communications mechanisms that can be secured at the data link layer. If an organization 
uses a data link mechanism that adds security, the type of security described in this document would be on top of that data 
link security, but would not interact with it. 
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the security posture of a client device before allowing it to use an internal network. Organizations 433 
should also consider using a separate network for all external client devices, including BYOD and 434 
third-party-controlled devices, instead of permitting them to directly connect to the internal network. 435 
Section 4 contains additional recommendations and suggestions for improving client device security. 436 

 External Access to Internal Resources. Remote access, including access from BYOD and third-437 
party-controlled client devices attached to an organization’s wireless BYOD networks, provides 438 
external hosts with access to internal resources, such as servers. If these internal resources were not 439 
previously accessible from external networks, making them available via remote access will expose 440 
them to new threats, particularly from untrusted client devices and networks, and significantly 441 
increase the likelihood that they will be compromised. Each form of remote access that can be used to 442 
access an internal resource increases the risk of that resource being compromised.  443 

Organizations should carefully consider the balance between the benefits of providing remote access 444 
to additional resources and the potential impact of a compromise of those resources. Organizations 445 
should ensure that any internal resources they choose to make available through remote access are 446 
hardened appropriately against external threats6 and that access to the resources is limited to the 447 
minimum necessary through firewalling and other access control mechanisms.  448 

See Section 2.3 for information on security concerns specific to BYOD and third-party-controlled client 449 
devices. 450 

Section 2.2 describes remote access technologies and discusses security considerations for each, focusing 451 
on the elements described above. 452 

2.2 Remote Access Methods 453 

Organizations have many options for providing remote access to their computing resources. As previously 454 
mentioned, remote access methods can also be used to enable access to internal resources for BYOD and 455 
third-party-controlled client devices attached to an organization’s wireless BYOD networks. For the 456 
purposes of this publication, the remote access methods most commonly used for teleworkers have been 457 
divided into four categories based on their high-level architectures: tunneling, portals, remote desktop 458 
access, and direct application access. The remote access methods in all four categories have some features 459 
in common: 460 

 They are all dependent on the physical security of the client devices. 461 

 They can use multiple types of server and user authentication mechanisms. This flexibility allows 462 
some remote access methods to work with an organization’s existing authentication mechanisms, 463 
such as passwords or certificates. Some remote access methods have standardized authentication 464 
mechanisms, while others use implementation-specific mechanisms. 465 

 They can use cryptography to protect the data flowing between the telework client device and the 466 
organization from being viewed by others. This cryptographic protection is inherent in VPNs and 467 
cryptographic tunneling in general, and it is an option in most remote desktop access and direct 468 
application access systems. 469 

 They can allow teleworkers to store data on their client devices. For example, most tunnel, portal, and 470 
remote desktop access systems offer features for copying files from computers inside the organization 471 
to the teleworker's client device. This allows the teleworker to work with the data locally, such as in a 472 

                                                      
6  Sources of hardening information include the National Checklist Repository (http://checklists.nist.gov/) and NIST SP 800-

123, Guide to General Server Security (http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-123).   

http://checklists.nist.gov/
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-123
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locally installed word processor. Some applications that can be reached through direct application 473 
access also allow transmitting files to the teleworker. Data may also be stored on client devices 474 
inadvertently, such as through operating system page files or web browser caches. It is important that 475 
all data sent to the teleworker through remote access be covered by the organization's data 476 
distribution and data retention policies. 477 

Sections 3 and 4 provide more details on remote access authentication, communications encryption, and 478 
client data security. 479 

Additional information on the four categories of remote access methods is provided below. When 480 
planning a remote access solution, organizations should carefully consider the security implications of the 481 
remote access methods in each category, in addition to how well each method may meet operational 482 
requirements.  483 

The figures in the following sections show some of the operational and security properties of the four 484 
categories of remote access methods. 485 

 The flared pipe is the cryptographically-protected communications that originate with the 486 
teleworker’s device. 487 

 The arrow and the application software labels indicate the flow of communications between the 488 
application client and server software. 489 

 The dotted vertical line shows the perimeter of the organization’s network. Everything to the left of 490 
the dotted line represents the Internet and/or the organization’s external wireless BYOD networks, 491 
while to the right of the dotted line is the internal network. 492 

2.2.1 Tunneling 493 

Many remote access methods offer a secure communications tunnel through which information can be 494 
transmitted between networks, including public networks such as the Internet. Tunnels are typically 495 
established through virtual private network (VPN) technologies. Once a VPN tunnel has been established 496 
between a teleworker’s client device and the organization’s VPN gateway, the teleworker can access 497 
many of the organization’s computing resources through the tunnel. To use a VPN, users must either have 498 
the appropriate VPN software on their client devices or be on a network that has a VPN gateway system 499 
on it. In Figure 2-1, a VPN client is installed on each of the client devices, and there is a single VPN 500 
gateway that runs the VPN server software. The pipe represents a secure remote access connection 501 
(tunnel) between a client device and the VPN gateway. Through this tunnel, application client software 502 
(e.g., email client, word processor, web browser, database client) installed on the client device 503 
communicates with application server software residing on servers within the organization.7 The VPN 504 
gateway can take care of user authentication, access control (at the host, service, and application levels), 505 
and other security functions for teleworkers.  506 

                                                      
7  This architecture, with the VPN gateway and the application servers being on separate hosts, is the most commonly used 

tunneling solution for remote access. However, the VPN gateway and the application servers could be on a single host. 
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 507 

Figure 2-1. Tunneling Architecture 508 

Tunnels use cryptography to protect the confidentiality and integrity of the transmitted information 509 
between the client device and the VPN gateway. Tunnels can also authenticate users, provide access 510 
control (such as restricting which protocols may be transmitted or which internal hosts may be reached 511 
through remote access), and perform other security functions. However, although remote access methods 512 
based on tunneling protect the communications between the client device and the VPN gateway, they do 513 
not provide any protection for the communications between the VPN gateway and internal resources. 514 
Also, in tunneling solutions, the application client software and data at rest resides on the client device, so 515 
they are not protected by the tunneling solution and should be protected by other means. 516 

The types of VPNs most commonly used for teleworkers are Internet Protocol Security (IPsec) and 517 
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)8 tunnels.9 Tunneling may also be achieved by using Secure Shell (SSH), 518 
although this is less commonly used and is often considered more difficult to configure and maintain than 519 
IPsec or SSL tunnel VPNs. All three forms of tunneling mentioned in this section can protect many 520 
protocols at once. More information on the tunneling protocols is available from NIST SP 800-77, Guide 521 
to IPsec VPNs,10 NIST SP 800-113, Guide to SSL VPNs,11 and NIST Internal Report (IR) 7966, Security 522 
of Interactive and Automated Access Management Using Secure Shell (SSH).12 523 

Many communication encryption protocols can be expanded into tunneling protocols in the same way that 524 
TLS is used for SSL VPNs. For example, some systems use the SSH protocol to create tunnels. In 525 
general, standardized tunneling protocols can be configured to have the same cryptographic strength and 526 
to use the same (or functionally similar) mechanism for authenticating the two parties to each other. 527 
Different tunneling systems can tunnel various protocols; for example, IPsec has standardized extensions 528 
that allow it to tunnel Layer 2 protocols such as the Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) and Multiprotocol 529 
Label Switching (MPLS). In general, almost any communication encryption protocol can be made to 530 
tunnel almost any layer. 531 

                                                      
8  Although this technology is widely known as an SSL VPN, it typically uses Transport Layer Security (TLS) instead of SSL 

to encrypt communications because TLS offers stronger security than SSL. See NIST SP 800-52 Revision 1, Guidelines for 
the Selection, Configuration, and Use of Transport Layer Security (TLS) Implementations 
(http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-52r1) for additional insights into TLS and SSL. 

9  Another, more commonly used form of SSL VPNs uses a portal architecture. Section 2.2.2 discusses SSL portal VPNs. An 
SSL tunnel VPN generally uses a plug-in installed within a web browser that supports tunneling within a TLS connection. 

10  http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-77  
11  http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-113   
12  http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.IR.7966  

http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-52r1
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-77
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-113
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.IR.7966
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The VPN gateway can control access to the parts of the network and the types of access that the 532 
teleworker gets after authentication. For example, a VPN might allow a user to only have access to one 533 
subnet, or to only run particular applications on certain servers on the protected network. In this way, 534 
even though the cryptographic tunnel ends at the VPN gateway, the gateway can add additional routing to 535 
the teleworker's traffic to only allow access to some parts of the internal network. 536 

VPNs are usually established and managed by VPN gateway devices owned and managed by the 537 
organization being protected. In some cases, organizations outsource their VPNs to trusted third parties. 538 
Such a third party might simply manage the VPN gateway that is owned by the organization, but other 539 
third parties offer services where they own and control the VPN gateway. In the latter case, the 540 
organization should evaluate the security of the proposed solution and ensure it will support the 541 
organization’s security policy. 542 

2.2.2 Application Portals 543 

Another category of remote access solutions involves portals. A portal is a server that offers access to one 544 
or more applications through a single centralized interface. A teleworker uses a portal client on a telework 545 
client device to access the portal. Most portals are web-based—for them, the portal client is a regular web 546 
browser. Figure 2-2 shows the basic portal solution architecture. The application client software is 547 
installed on the portal server, and it communicates with application server software on servers within the 548 
organization. The portal server communicates securely with the portal client as needed; the exact nature 549 
of this depends on the type of portal solution in use, as discussed below. 550 

 551 

Figure 2-2. Portal Architecture 552 

In terms of security, portals have most of the same characteristics as tunnels: portals protect information 553 
between client devices and the portal, and they can provide authentication, access control, and other 554 
security services. However, there is an important difference between tunnels and portals—the location of 555 
the application client software and associated data. In a tunnel, the software and data are on the client 556 
device; in a portal, they are on the portal server. A portal server transfers data to the client device as 557 
rendered desktop screen images or web pages, but data is typically stored on the client device much more 558 
temporarily than data for a tunneled solution is. (However, portals can be configured to allow clients to 559 
download content from the portal and store it on the client device or other locations outside the secure 560 
remote access environment.) Having the application client software centralized gives an organization 561 
more control over how the software and data is secured as opposed to more distributed remote access 562 
solutions. Portals limit the access a teleworker has to particular application clients running on the portal 563 
itself. Those applications further limit the access the teleworker has to the servers inside the network. 564 
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There are a few types of portal solutions commonly used for remote access. A web-based portal provides 565 
a user with access to multiple web-based applications from a single portal website. An SSL portal VPN is 566 
a common form of web-based portal. Another type of portal solution is terminal server access, which 567 
gives each teleworker access to a separate standardized virtual desktop. The terminal server simulates the 568 
look and feel of a desktop operating system and provides access to applications. Terminal server access 569 
requires the teleworker either to install a special terminal server client application on the client device or 570 
to use a web-based interface, often with a browser plug-in or other additional software provided by the 571 
organization. Another similar remote access method, called virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI), involves 572 
the user connecting to a system that contains virtual images of standardized, non-simulated operating 573 
systems and desktops. When the teleworker is finished with a remote access session, the virtual image is 574 
discarded so that the next user will have a clean virtual desktop. VDI is particularly helpful for 575 
safeguarding telework on BYOD and third-party-controlled devices, which are more likely than 576 
organization-issued devices to not meet the organization’s security requirements. 577 

The mechanism for providing an interface to the teleworker varies among portals. For example, terminal 578 
server access and VDI present a standardized virtual desktop to the teleworker, while SSL portal VPNs 579 
present each application through a web page. The nature of this interface is important because it relates to 580 
the storage, temporary or permanent, of data. For many portals, the user interface is virtual, and after the 581 
user session is over, that instance of the interface is essentially destroyed and a clean version used for the 582 
next session. Some portals, such as SSL portal VPNs, can be configured to establish a secure virtual 583 
machine on the client device through a VDI solution, restrict all remote access data to reside within that 584 
virtual machine, and then securely destroy the virtual machine instance and all the data that existed within 585 
it when the session ends. This helps to ensure that sensitive information does not inadvertently become 586 
stored on a telework client device, where it could possibly be recovered by a future compromise. 587 

Although terminal server access and VDI technologies are primarily meant for telework PCs, there is an 588 
emerging technology that provides similar capabilities for mobile devices: virtual mobile infrastructure 589 
(VMI). Just as a VDI solution delivers a secure virtual desktop to a telework PC, so does VMI deliver a 590 
secure virtual mobile device environment to a telework mobile device. Organizations considering the use 591 
of mobile devices for telework, particularly BYOD or third-party-controlled mobile devices, should 592 
investigate VMI technologies to see if they may be helpful in improving security. 593 

2.2.3 Remote Desktop Access 594 

A remote desktop access solution gives a teleworker the ability to remotely control a particular PC at the 595 
organization, most often the user’s own computer at the organization’s office, from a telework client 596 
device. The teleworker has keyboard and mouse control over the remote computer and sees that 597 
computer’s screen on the local telework client device’s screen. Remote desktop access allows the user to 598 
access all of the applications, data, and other resources that are normally available from their PC in the 599 
office. Figure 2-3 shows the basic remote desktop access architecture. A remote desktop access client 600 
program or web browser plug-in is installed on each telework client device, and it connects directly with 601 
the teleworker’s corresponding internal workstation on the organization’s internal network.  602 
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 603 

Figure 2-3. Remote Desktop Access Architecture 604 

There are two major styles of remote desktop access: direct between the telework client and the internal 605 
workstation, and indirect through a trusted intermediate system. However, direct access is often not 606 
possible because it is prevented by many firewalls. For example, if the internal workstation is behind a 607 
firewall performing network address translation (NAT), the telework client device cannot initiate contact 608 
with the internal workstation unless either the NAT allows such contact13 or the internal workstation 609 
initiates communications with the external telework client device (e.g., periodically checking with the 610 
client device to see if it wants to connect).  611 

Indirect remote desktop access is performed through an intermediate server. This server is sometimes part 612 
of the organization's firewall, but is more often run by a trusted commercial or free third-party service 613 
outside the organization's network perimeter. Usually there are separate connections between the telework 614 
client device and the service provider, and between the service provider and the internal workstation, with 615 
the intermediate server handling the unencrypted communications between the separate connections. The 616 
security of this intermediate server is very important, because it is responsible for properly authenticating 617 
teleworkers and preventing unencrypted traffic from being accessed by unauthorized parties. Also, if the 618 
organization’s security policy requires particular kinds of authentication (such as the two-factor 619 
authentication required by federal agencies), the intermediate server should support this authentication in 620 
both directions. Before implementing an indirect remote desktop access solution, an organization should 621 
evaluate the security provided by the service provider, especially possible threats involving the 622 
intermediate server and the potential impact of those threats. The organization can then identify 623 
compensating controls to mitigate the threats, such as applying a second level of communications 624 
encryption at the application layer, and determine under what circumstances the intermediate system may 625 
be used, such as for low-risk activities. 626 

The remote desktop access software protects the confidentiality and integrity of the remote access 627 
communications and also authenticates the user to ensure that no one else connects to the internal 628 
workstation. However, because this involves end-to-end encryption of the communications across the 629 
organization’s perimeter, the contents of the communication are hidden from the network security 630 
controls at the perimeter, such as firewalls and intrusion detection systems. For many organizations, the 631 
increased risk caused by this is not worth the benefits, and direct connections from external client devices 632 
to internal workstations are prohibited.  633 

                                                      
13  This can be accomplished using a “pinhole” scheme that requires particular ports to be allocated to each workstation. 
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Another serious security issue with remote desktop access software is that it is decentralized; instead of 634 
the organization having to secure a single VPN gateway server or portal server, the organization instead 635 
has to secure each internal workstation that may be accessed through remote desktop access. Because 636 
these internal workstations can be accessed from the Internet, either directly or indirectly, they generally 637 
need to be secured nearly as rigorously as full-fledged remote access servers, yet such workstations were 638 
usually not designed with that degree of security in mind. Applying compensating controls for each 639 
workstation to raise its security to an acceptable level often involves a significant amount of time and 640 
resources, as well as acquisition of additional security controls. Also, authentication solutions such as 641 
two-factor authentication capabilities may need to be deployed to each internal workstation using remote 642 
desktop access.  643 

Generally, remote desktop access solutions, such as those using the Microsoft Remote Desktop Protocol 644 
RDP) or Virtual Network Computing (VNC), should only be used for exceptional cases after a careful 645 
analysis of the security risks. The other types of remote access solutions described in this section offer 646 
superior security capabilities. 647 

2.2.4 Direct Application Access 648 

Remote access can be accomplished without using remote access software. A teleworker can access an 649 
individual application directly, with the application providing its own security (communications 650 
encryption, user authentication, etc.) Figure 2-4 shows the high-level architecture for direct application 651 
access. The application client software installed on the telework client device initiates a connection with a 652 
server, which is typically located at the organization’s perimeter (e.g., in a demilitarized zone [DMZ]) or 653 
in an Internet-facing cloud architecture. 654 

 655 

Figure 2-4. Direct Application Access Architecture 656 

One of the most common examples of direct application access is webmail. The teleworker runs a web 657 
browser and connects to a web server that provides email access. The web server runs HTTP over TLS 658 
(HTTPS) to protect the communications, and the webmail application on the server authenticates the 659 
teleworker before granting access to the teleworker’s email. For cases such as webmail that use a 660 
ubiquitous application client (e.g., a web browser), direct application access provides a highly flexible 661 
remote access solution that can be used from nearly any client device. Another common example of direct 662 
application access is a smartphone app (client software) that connects to a service provided by one of the 663 
organization’s servers through HTTPS. 664 
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For the same reasons discussed in Section 2.2.3, the direct application access architecture is generally 665 
only acceptable if the servers being accessed by the teleworkers are located on the organization’s network 666 
perimeter or in a public-facing cloud, and not internal networks. Servers that are directly accessible from 667 
the Internet should already be well-secured to reduce the likelihood of compromise. Many organizations 668 
choose to provide direct application access to only a few lower-risk applications that are widely used, 669 
such as email, and use tunnel or portal methods to provide access to other applications, particularly those 670 
that would be at too much risk if they were directly accessible from the Internet. 671 

2.3 BYOD and Third-Party-Controlled Client Device Considerations 672 

For many years, it has been a common practice for organizations to permit remote access and telework to 673 
be performed from employees, contractors, business partners, and vendors’ personally owned computing 674 
devices. A more recent trend, BYOD, expands on this telework concept to allow these devices to be 675 
directly connected to an organization’s enterprise networks. This adds considerable risk to an organization 676 
if the devices are placed on the organization’s internal networks, because BYOD devices, which are 677 
managed by the users themselves, are typically not secured to the same degree as the organization’s own 678 
devices. However, this risk can largely be mitigated by setting up a separate wired or wireless network 679 
within the enterprise dedicated to BYOD devices.14 This BYOD network should be external (e.g., off the 680 
organization’s DMZ) and not grant any more access to enterprise resources than users already have 681 
through remote access. Organizations considering permitting BYOD devices within the enterprise should 682 
strongly consider establishing a separate, external, dedicated network for BYOD use within enterprise 683 
facilities. This network should be secured and monitored in a manner consistent with how remote access 684 
segments are secured and monitored. 685 

The risks of BYOD and third-party-controlled client devices specifically are quite similar to those of 686 
general telework and remote access. However, there are a few important distinctions: 687 

 Malicious traffic generated by a BYOD or third-party-controlled client device on an enterprise 688 
network may appear to external parties to be generated by the organization itself. This could affect the 689 
organization’s reputation. 690 

 BYOD and/or third-party-controlled devices may attack each other over the dedicated network. 691 

2.4 Summary of Key Recommendations 692 

The following list presents some of the key recommendations from this section of the document. 693 

 To support confidentiality, integrity, and availability, all of the components of telework and remote 694 
access solutions, including client devices, remote access servers, and internal servers accessed 695 
through remote access, should be secured against a variety of threats. (Section 2.1) 696 

 Before designing and deploying telework and remote access solutions, organizations should develop 697 
system threat models for the remote access servers and the resources that are accessed through remote 698 
access. (Section 2.1) 699 

 When planning telework security policies and controls, organizations should assume that client 700 
devices will be acquired by malicious parties who will either attempt to recover sensitive data from 701 
the devices or leverage the devices to gain access to the enterprise network. (Section 2.1) 702 

                                                      
14  A similar network can be set up for third-party-controlled devices if desired, or the same network used for both BYOD and 

third-party-controlled devices. However, often this is not necessary because there are already contractual agreements and 
technical checks in place to ensure that these devices are secured in accordance with the organization’s policies. 
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 Organizations should plan their remote access security on the assumption that the networks between 703 
the telework client device and the organization cannot be trusted. (Section 2.1) 704 

 Organizations should assume that client devices will become infected with malware and plan their 705 
security controls accordingly. (Section 2.1) 706 

 Organizations should carefully consider the balance between the benefits of providing remote access 707 
to additional resources and the potential impact of a compromise of those resources. Organizations 708 
should ensure that any internal resources they choose to make available through remote access are 709 
hardened appropriately against external threats and that access to the resources is limited to the 710 
minimum necessary through firewalling and other access control mechanisms. (Section 2.1) 711 

 When planning a remote access solution, organizations should carefully consider the security 712 
implications of the remote access methods in each of the four categories described in Section 2.2, in 713 
addition to how well each method may meet operational requirements. (Section 2.2) 714 

 Organizations considering permitting BYOD devices within the enterprise should strongly consider 715 
establishing a separate, external, dedicated network for BYOD use within enterprise facilities. Such a 716 
network may also be used for third-party-controlled client devices if desired. (Section 2.3) 717 

 718 
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3. Remote Access Solution Security 719 

This section presents recommendations for securing remote access solutions. It focuses on remote access 720 
server security and server placement. It also discusses authentication, authorization, and access control. 721 
Recommendations for securing remote access client software are presented in this section, while 722 
recommendations for telework client device security are presented in Section 4.  723 

3.1 Remote Access Server Security 724 

The security of remote access servers, such as VPN gateways and portal servers, is particularly important 725 
because they provide a way for external hosts to gain access to internal resources, as well as a secured, 726 
isolated telework environment for organization-issued, third-party-controlled, and BYOD client devices. 727 
In addition to permitting unauthorized access to enterprise resources and telework client devices, a 728 
compromised server could be used to eavesdrop on communications and manipulate them, as well as a 729 
“jumping off” point for attacking other hosts within the organization. Recommendations for general 730 
server security are available from NIST SP 800-123, Guide to General Server Security. Remote access 731 
servers should be kept fully patched, operated using an organization-defined security configuration 732 
baseline, and managed only from trusted hosts by authorized administrators. 733 

VPN gateways and portals can run many services and applications, such as firewalls, antimalware 734 
software, and intrusion detection software. Organizations should carefully consider the security of any 735 
solutions that involve running a remote access server on the same host as other services and applications. 736 
Such solutions may offer benefits, such as equipment cost savings, but a compromise of any one of the 737 
services or applications could permit an attacker to compromise the entire remote access server. Placing 738 
the remote access server on a separate, dedicated host reduces the likelihood of a remote access server 739 
compromise and limits its potential impact. Using a separate host may also be advisable if the remote 740 
access server is likely to place other services and applications at significantly increased risk. An 741 
organization should also consider using multiple remote access solutions if its remote access users have 742 
vastly different security needs, such as one group accessing typical low-risk resources and another group 743 
accessing mission-critical confidential data. 744 

The security of stored data is another important consideration for remote access server security. For portal 745 
servers that may temporarily store sensitive user data, wiping such data from the server as soon as it is no 746 
longer needed can reduce the potential impact of a compromise of the server. The need to wipe sensitive 747 
data from remote access servers should be determined based on a risk assessment. 748 

3.2 Remote Access Server Placement 749 

Major factors organizations should consider when determining where to place a remote access server 750 
include the following: 751 

 Device Performance. Remote access services can be computationally intensive, primarily because of 752 
encryption and decryption. Providing remote access services from a device that also provides other 753 
services may put too high of a load on the server during peak usage, causing service disruptions. The 754 
performance impact caused by encryption and key exchange can be reduced by performing them on 755 
hardware-based cryptographic accelerator chips. These chips can be located on computer 756 
motherboards or add-on cards. 757 

 Traffic Examination. Because the contents of encrypted remote access communications cannot be 758 
examined by network firewalls, intrusion detection systems, and other network security devices, it is 759 
generally recommended that the remote access architecture be designed so that an unencrypted form 760 
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of the communications can be examined by the appropriate network and/or host-based security 761 
controls. 762 

 Traffic Not Protected by the Remote Access Solution. Organizations should carefully consider the 763 
threats against network traffic not protected by the remote access solution, such as traffic passed 764 
between a remote access server and internal resources.  765 

 NAT. The use of NAT can cause operational problems for some remote access solutions. For 766 
example, any remote access system that requires the teleworker to connect directly to a host inside the 767 
network, such as a remote desktop system or a VPN with its public endpoint inside the network, 768 
cannot work with a NAT without special configuration that may or may not work. NATs also prevent 769 
the use of applications that require addresses not to change (e.g., embed addresses in the application 770 
content). Protocols and mechanisms that break through NATs to solve particular access problems 771 
often introduce their own security problems, such as possibly allowing access to different hosts inside 772 
the NAT at different times. Some newer NAT technologies, particularly those involving IPv6, are not 773 
yet well understood and their security properties not yet fully analyzed. 774 

Organizations should carefully consider the placement of their remote access servers. Some remote access 775 
servers, such as VPN gateways, generally act as intermediaries between telework devices and the 776 
organization’s internal computing resources. Other hosts providing remote access services, such as direct 777 
application access and remote desktop access solutions, are true endpoints for remote access 778 
communications. Both categories of remote access servers are discussed below. 779 

Remote access servers are usually placed at an organization's network perimeter. Such placement is 780 
common because the organizational security policies most often apply to the entire network of an 781 
organization. Even if a particular security policy applies to one sub-network of the organization, most 782 
remote access servers can restrict access to sub-networks and therefore can be placed at the organization's 783 
perimeter. In some network layouts, it is better to put a remote access server inside the perimeter, at the 784 
boundary of a sub-network. The rest of this section describes when such a network layout might be 785 
appropriate. 786 

3.2.1 Intermediate Remote Access Servers 787 

Intermediate remote access servers connect external hosts to internal resources, so they should usually be 788 
placed at the network perimeter. The server acts as a single point of entry to the network from the 789 
perimeter and enforces the telework security policy. If remote access is needed to a particular sub-790 
network within the organization, there are generally two options: 1) place the remote access server at the 791 
edge of the sub-network, where the sub-network joins the full network; or 2) place it at the perimeter of 792 
the full network and use additional mechanisms to restrict the teleworkers to only be able to access the 793 
specified sub-network. The value of placing the remote access server at the network perimeter versus the 794 
sub-network perimeter differs for the four types of remote access methods: 795 

 Tunneling servers usually give administrators sufficient control over the internal resources to which a 796 
teleworker has access, such that there is little advantage to setting up a tunneling server at the edge of 797 
a sub-network, as opposed to the network perimeter. 798 

 Portal servers run the application client software on the servers themselves. Placing them at the 799 
network perimeter has a similar effect as placing them at the edge of a sub-network because the 800 
remote access user is only running applications on the portal server, not on servers inside the network. 801 

 Remote desktop access does not involve remote access servers, so there is no issue with the 802 
placement of the remote access server. 803 
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 Direct application access servers run the application server software on the servers themselves. 804 
Placing them at the network perimeter has a similar effect as placing them at the edge of a sub-805 
network because the remote access user is only running applications on the direct application access 806 
server, not on servers inside the network. 807 

Thus, the only types of remote access servers that may be appropriate to place at the sub-network 808 
perimeter are portal servers and direct application access servers, but even in those two cases, it is often 809 
better to run those on the organization’s perimeter so that the organization’s firewall can control access to 810 
these servers for all workers, not just teleworkers. Further, to simplify management of the network and 811 
the network’s security policy, running all remote access servers at the network perimeter is also advisable. 812 
Therefore, organizations should place remote access servers at the network perimeter instead of the sub-813 
network perimeter unless there are compelling reasons to do otherwise. 814 

If a network has a firewall at the perimeter, remote access servers on that network should be directly 815 
connected to, or in the same physical device as, the firewall so as to not circumvent the firewall’s security 816 
policy. In the case that the two devices are the same, there is of course no question about the placement of 817 
the remote access server. However, if the remote access server is a different device than the firewall, the 818 
network planner must decide where to place the remote access server. If the firewall has a DMZ 819 
associated with it, then that DMZ is likely the best location for the remote access server, otherwise the 820 
server should be outside the firewall if the network topology allows for it. Both of these placements 821 
provide logical separation between the remote access server and the internal networks. To reduce the 822 
potential impact of a compromise of the remote access server, organizations should restrict 823 
communications between the server and internal networks. The server should only be able to initiate 824 
communications with the internal hosts and services specifically authorized for remote access usage, and 825 
only the appropriate internal hosts (e.g., trusted hosts used to administer the remote access server) should 826 
be able to initiate communications with the remote access server. 827 

If the remote access server must be placed inside the firewall, the firewall’s security policy should be 828 
adjusted to allow only the necessary traffic from teleworkers (and only teleworkers) to get to the remote 829 
access server. This could, for example, involve limiting incoming traffic to only the IP addresses or 830 
address ranges used by contractors, business partners, and vendors’ networks and used by employees’ 831 
home networks if those networks have stable addresses. Setting up such a precise policy for mobile 832 
telework client devices can be difficult to maintain and error-prone. Also, because all remote access 833 
communications should be encrypted, as discussed in Section 4, network security controls would be 834 
unable to monitor the contents of the communications. Therefore, this solution should be avoided. 835 

3.2.2 Endpoint Remote Access Servers 836 

Endpoint remote access servers should be placed in the organization’s DMZ whenever possible. This 837 
allows a perimeter firewall to limit access to the servers from both external and internal hosts, and avoids 838 
the security issues discussed in Section 2.2.3 involved in allowing external traffic to pass directly into the 839 
internal network. Implementations of remote desktop access solutions usually rely on internal 840 
workstations to provide remote access services, so the use of such solutions is not generally 841 
recommended. 842 

3.3 Remote Access Authentication, Authorization, and Access Control 843 

Most of the computing resources used through remote access are available only to an organization’s users, 844 
and often only a subset of those users. To ensure that access is restricted properly, remote access servers 845 
should authenticate each teleworker before granting any access to the organization’s resources, and then 846 
use authorization technologies to ensure that only the necessary resources can be used. Authentication can 847 
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also be used to confirm the legitimacy of telework client devices and remote access servers. Access 848 
control technologies are also needed to restrict access to network communications and applications. This 849 
section provides additional details on remote access authentication, authorization, and access control. 850 

3.3.1 Authentication 851 

There are many ways to authenticate remote access users, such as with passwords15, digital certificates, or 852 
hardware authentication tokens. If passwords are the only form of authentication for a remote access 853 
solution, then generally the remote access solution’s authentication mechanism should be different from 854 
the organization’s other authentication mechanisms, such as email or directory service passwords, unless 855 
direct application access is being used. Having different passwords reduces the impact that a compromise 856 
of remote access credentials would have on other information resources, and vice versa, and it is 857 
particularly important if users are entering passwords into telework devices not controlled by the 858 
organization. However, having different passwords for remote access and other systems is often not 859 
enforceable16, and it should be assumed that some users will use the same passwords for both. 860 
Organizations with higher security needs or with concerns about the security of passwords should 861 
consider using authentication that does not rely solely on passwords, such as multi-factor authentication. 862 

Federal agencies are required to “allow remote access only with two-factor authentication where one of 863 
the factors is provided by a device separate from the computer gaining access”, according to OMB 864 
Memorandum 07-16, Safeguarding Against and Responding to the Breach of Personally Identifiable 865 
Information.17 Such two-factor authentication currently tends to be implemented through the use of a 866 
cryptographic token and a password, because other authentication methods are often not available on 867 
telework client devices. For example, most mobile devices do not have biometric capabilities, smart card 868 
readers, or other additional authentication capabilities.18 This is particularly true for client devices not 869 
issued by the organization. 870 

Many organizations require teleworkers to re-authenticate periodically during long remote access 871 
sessions, such as after each eight hours of a session or after 30 minutes of idle time. This helps 872 
organizations confirm that the person using remote access is authorized to do so. OMB M-07-16 requires 873 
federal agencies to “use a ‘time-out’ function for remote access and mobile devices requiring user re-874 
authentication after thirty minutes of inactivity”.19 Remote access servers vary in their support for 875 
authentication methods and session timeouts, so additional mechanisms may be needed to implement and 876 
enforce these policies. Additional information on the types of user authentication methods appropriate for 877 
remote access can be found in NIST SP 800-63, Electronic Authentication Guideline20 and OMB M-04-878 
04, E-Authentication Guidance for Federal Agencies.21  879 

Whenever feasible, organizations should implement mutual authentication, so that a remote access user 880 
can verify the legitimacy of a remote access server before providing authentication credentials to it. An 881 
example is verifying a digital certificate presented by the remote access server to ensure that the server is 882 

                                                      
15  For more information and recommendations specific to passwords, see draft NIST SP 800-118, Guide to Enterprise 

Password Management (http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/PubsSPs.html#800-118).  
16  In some cases, it can be enforced by using a centralized password management system for both the remote access passwords 

and the other systems’ passwords. Many centralized password management systems can ensure that the same password is 
not used for two different systems. 

17  http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/memoranda/fy2007/m07-16.pdf  
18  One possibility for an organization is to leverage derived Personal Identity Verification (PIV) credentials. For more 

information, see NIST SP 800-157, Guidelines for Derived Personal Identity Verification (PIV) Credentials 
(http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-157).  

19  NIST SP 800-53 also has a security control for this, Access Control 11 (AC-11), Session Lock. 
20  http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-63-2 
21  http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/memoranda/fy04/m04-04.pdf  

http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/PubsSPs.html#800-118
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/memoranda/fy2007/m07-16.pdf
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-157
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-63-2
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/memoranda/fy04/m04-04.pdf
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controlled by the organization. User digital certificates can be used in many remote access systems, 883 
although the systems vary in the way that they handle certificates. Most user digital certificates have the 884 
private key associated with the certificate protected by a password. Some remote access methods, such as 885 
IPsec and SSL VPN technologies, include mandatory server authentication during the setup of the secure 886 
communications channel. Server authentication is most important for remote access methods where a user 887 
is manually establishing the remote access connection, such as typing a URL into a web browser. Section 888 
3.4 presents additional information on this. 889 

3.3.2 Authorization 890 

After verifying the identity of a remote access user, organizations may choose to perform checks 891 
involving the telework client device to determine which internal resources the user should be permitted to 892 
access. These checks are sometimes called health, suitability, screening, or assessment checks. The most 893 
common way of implementing this is having the remote access server perform health checks on the 894 
teleworker's client device. These health checks usually require software on the user’s device that is 895 
controlled by the remote access server to verify compliance with certain requirements from the 896 
organization’s secure configuration baseline, such as the user’s antimalware software being up-to-date, 897 
the operating system being fully patched, and the user’s device being owned and controlled by the 898 
organization. Fewer health checks are generally available on mobile devices, but an important check 899 
usually provided is to determine if a mobile device has been rooted or jailbroken, which can have serious 900 
negative security implications. 901 

Some remote access solutions can also determine if the device has been secured by the organization and 902 
what type of device it is (e.g., desktop/laptop, smartphone, tablet). Based on the results of these checks, 903 
the organization can determine whether the device should be permitted to use remote access and what 904 
level of access should be granted. If the user has acceptable authorization credentials but the client device 905 
does not pass the health check, the user and device may be granted limited access to the internal network, 906 
no network access at all, or access to a quarantine network so that the security deficiencies can be fixed. 907 
This decision can also be based on the part of the network that the device is trying to access; an 908 
organization might have more stringent policies for more sensitive data. Some organizations also issue 909 
digital certificates to the client devices so that the devices themselves can be authenticated as part of the 910 
checks. 911 

Authorization based on the type of device that is used and the device’s properties is referred to as network 912 
access control (NAC). NAC is a security policy enforcement mechanism, not a true security protection 913 
mechanism. Examples of NAC checks include verifying the presence of security patches, confirming that 914 
antimalware software is enabled and up-to-date, ensuring that a personal firewall is enabled and blocking 915 
incoming traffic, and performing device authentication. However, many health checks are performed in 916 
ways that can be trivially circumvented by malware, so organizations should not rely on NAC to stop 917 
determined attackers from gaining network access. Organizations should use NAC whenever feasible to 918 
detect major security policy violations in telework client devices and to prevent teleworkers from 919 
inadvertently using the wrong device for telework. Some NAC solutions can also be used to control 920 
which internal resources each client device may access and whether remediation actions have to be 921 
performed on a client device before it is permitted access. 922 

3.3.3 Access Control for Network Communications 923 

A major component of controlling access to network communications and protecting their content is the 924 
use of cryptography. At a minimum, any sensitive information passing over the Internet, wireless 925 
networks, and other untrusted networks should have its confidentiality and integrity preserved through 926 
use of cryptography. Federal agencies are required to use cryptographic algorithms that are NIST-927 
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approved and contained in FIPS-validated modules. The FIPS 140 specification, Security Requirements 928 
for Cryptographic Modules, defines how cryptographic modules are validated.22 It is important to note 929 
that for a remote access system to be considered compliant to FIPS 140, both sides of the interaction must 930 
have passed FIPS 140 validation. Many remote access systems, such as SSL VPNs, support the use of 931 
remote access client software from other vendors, so there may be two or more distinct validation 932 
certificates for a particular remote access system. 933 

Some remote access methods, such as IPsec and SSL VPNs, often inherently include NIST-approved 934 
mechanisms for encrypting communications and verifying their integrity. Other remote access methods 935 
may use other NIST-approved cryptographic mechanisms to provide protection. Remote access methods 936 
that do not offer NIST-approved mechanisms for protecting the confidentiality and integrity of 937 
communications should have additional NIST-approved protection applied, such as tunneling the remote 938 
access method’s communications within a VPN or running the communications over TLS. Remote access 939 
methods that offer both NIST-approved and non-NIST-approved cryptographic mechanisms should 940 
disable the use of all non-approved cryptographic mechanisms if possible. This is usually achieved 941 
through configuration of the remote access server.  942 

Access control for network communications may also involve determining which traffic should be 943 
protected. Some remote access solutions offer options for this; for example, many VPN clients have a 944 
feature called split tunneling which, if enabled, will tunnel all communications involving the 945 
organization’s internal resources through the VPN, thus protecting them, but will exclude all other 946 
communications from going through the tunnel. Split tunneling increases efficiency for communications 947 
and reduces load on the remote access solution, but it also prevents the organization from examining 948 
much of the teleworkers’ network traffic and from protecting the confidentiality and integrity of that 949 
traffic. Further, using split tunneling could result in a telework device that has two active Internet 950 
interfaces—for example, a PC connected to Ethernet and a wireless network simultaneously—951 
inadvertently becoming a bridge between a trusted and an untrusted network. This presents a significant 952 
security risk and is a violation of most organizations’ security policies. For teleworkers using VPNs on 953 
untrusted networks, particularly higher-risk networks such as wireless hotspots, organizations should 954 
consider disabling split tunneling capabilities so that attackers cannot eavesdrop on any of the 955 
teleworkers’ network communications. 956 

For their teleworkers’ home networks or their contractors, business partners, and vendors’ networks, some 957 
organizations provide VPN gateways, firewall appliances, or other security devices that are configured to 958 
enforce the organization’s security policies. This gives organizations greater control over telework 959 
security but may also involve significant costs in purchasing, deploying, managing, and maintaining the 960 
security devices. Also, because most networks used for telework are also used for other purposes, the 961 
security policies could interfere with other use of the network if not designed properly. Another drawback 962 
is that the security devices, if stolen by or otherwise acquired by an attacker, could grant an attacker easy 963 
access to the organization’s systems if the organization’s remote access solution authenticates the security 964 
device only and not the remote access user. Therefore, when such security devices are used, both the 965 
device and the user should be authenticated by the organization.  966 

3.3.4 Access Control for Applications 967 

Different types of remote access architectures offer different levels of granularity for application access 968 
control. Tunnels often have a mechanism for an administrator to specify which ports on which hosts the 969 
teleworker has access to; this can limit access so that only specific applications can be used. Portals, by 970 
their nature, limit the teleworker to applications run on the portal server. Similarly, direct application 971 

                                                      
22  The current version of FIPS 140 is 140-2, http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/fips/fips140-2/fips1402.pdf.  

http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/fips/fips140-2/fips1402.pdf
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access limits the teleworker to a specific application on a single server. Remote desktop access can only 972 
provide access control to applications by combining its policies with the access control restrictions that 973 
are in place on the internal workstations. 974 

Putting limits on which applications teleworkers can access does not necessarily prevent teleworkers from 975 
affecting other resources, because the applications being run may have access to other network resources. 976 
For example, a web server that the teleworker accesses may cause lookups on database servers, data 977 
retrieval from file servers, and other actions involving additional servers. Thus, the policy of limiting a 978 
teleworker to particular applications should be considered in light of what other applications and hosts 979 
those applications can interact with. 980 

3.4 Remote Access Client Software Security 981 

Another important element of remote access solution security is the security configuration of remote 982 
access client software. Many remote access clients have security features and settings that can be 983 
remotely managed by a system administrator. Such management is particularly important for client 984 
software that has complex security settings. For example, many users have difficulty with manually 985 
setting IPsec configurations or authentication options for remote desktop access. If the client has remote 986 
management capabilities, an administrator can view its configuration, reconfigure it, and possibly lock the 987 
configuration. Locking ensures that security settings are not inadvertently or intentionally altered, which 988 
could reduce remote access security. However, there is no standardization for remote management 989 
capabilities or interfaces, and many remote access systems do not have remote management features for 990 
their client software.  991 

Organizations should carefully plan how remote access client software security will be maintained and 992 
managed before selecting and deploying a remote access solution. More broadly, organizations should 993 
also plan how the telework client devices that they provide to teleworkers will be managed and supported, 994 
such as a help desk agent remotely accessing a device to perform troubleshooting of operational problems 995 
reported by a teleworker. If not properly secured, remote management capabilities can be misused by 996 
attackers to compromise telework client devices and use them to gain access to an organization’s internal 997 
resources. Therefore, organizations should ensure that remote management is properly secured, 998 
particularly encrypting network communications and performing mutual authentication of endpoints. 999 

Organizations should also consider the “thickness” of remote access client software. A remote access 1000 
client is considered thick if it is configured so that the organization has nearly complete control over the 1001 
remote access environment. For example, many VPN clients can be configured to be very thick, such as 1002 
tunneling all network communications from the client device to the organization’s network, using the 1003 
organization’s Domain Name System (DNS) services instead of the local network’s DNS services, and 1004 
hard-coding the IP address of the VPN gateway instead of relying on local name resolution of the DNS 1005 
server’s name.  1006 

However, many VPN clients can also be configured to be thin, which means that the client uses a 1007 
common application already present on the telework device, such as a web browser. With a thin VPN 1008 
client, the organization has considerably less control over the remote access environment as compared to 1009 
a thick client. A thin VPN client might rely on local network services and permit communications not 1010 
involving the organization’s internal resources to be passed unprotected across public networks. Some 1011 
types of remote access solutions, such as portals, remote desktop access, and direct application access, 1012 
have inherently thin remote access clients.  1013 

Thin remote access clients are generally more flexible and efficient than thick clients, but they also cause 1014 
a greater risk of error and compromise—for example, a user could mistype a portal server’s URL in a web 1015 
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browser and reach a fraudulent website. Thick clients help ensure that clients are communicating with 1016 
legitimate remote access servers and other resources. Organizations with higher security needs or with 1017 
particularly high risks against their remote access communications should use thick remote access clients 1018 
whenever possible to reduce the risk of compromise. 1019 

3.5  Summary of Key Recommendations 1020 

The following list presents some of the key recommendations from this section of the document. 1021 

 The security of remote access servers is particularly important. Recommendations for general server 1022 
security are available from NIST SP 800-123, Guide to General Server Security. Remote access 1023 
servers should be kept fully patched, operated using an organization-defined security configuration 1024 
baseline, and only managed from trusted hosts by authorized administrators. (Section 3.1) 1025 

 Organizations should carefully consider the security of any remote access solutions that involve 1026 
running a remote access server on the same host as other services and applications. (Section 3.1) 1027 

 Organizations should consider several major factors when determining where to place a remote access 1028 
server, including device performance, traffic examination, unprotected traffic, and NAT. 1029 
Organizations should place remote access servers at the network perimeter unless there are 1030 
compelling reasons to do otherwise. (Section 3.2) 1031 

 To ensure that access is restricted properly, remote access servers should authenticate each teleworker 1032 
before granting any access to the organization’s resources, and then use authorization technologies to 1033 
ensure that only the necessary resources can be used. Whenever feasible, organizations should 1034 
implement mutual authentication, so that a remote access user can verify the legitimacy of a remote 1035 
access server before providing authentication credentials to it. (Section 3.3) 1036 

 Any sensitive information from remote access communications passing over the Internet, wireless 1037 
networks, and other untrusted networks should have its confidentiality and integrity preserved 1038 
through use of cryptography. Federal agencies are required to use cryptographic algorithms that are 1039 
NIST-approved and contained in FIPS-validated modules. (Section 3.3) 1040 

 Organizations should carefully plan how remote access client software security will be maintained 1041 
and managed before selecting and deploying a remote access solution. Organizations should also plan 1042 
how the telework client devices that they provide to teleworkers will be managed and supported. 1043 
Organizations should ensure that remote management is properly secured, particularly encrypting 1044 
network communications and performing mutual authentication of endpoints. (Section 3.4) 1045 

 Organizations with higher security needs or with particularly high risks against their remote access 1046 
communications should use thick remote access clients whenever possible to reduce the risk of 1047 
compromise. (Section 3.4) 1048 
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4. Telework Client Device Security 1049 

Telework client devices can be divided into two general categories: 1050 

 Personal computers (PC), which are desktop and laptop computers. PCs run desktop/laptop 1051 
operating systems such as Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux. PCs can be used for any of the remote 1052 
access methods described in this section. 1053 

 Mobile devices, which are small mobile computers such as smartphones and tablets. Mobile devices 1054 
are most often used for remote access methods that use web browsers, primarily SSL VPNs and 1055 
individual web application access. 1056 

The difference between PCs and mobile devices is decreasing. Mobile devices are offering more 1057 
functionality previously provided only by PCs. Still, the security controls available for PCs and mobile 1058 
devices are significantly different as of this writing, so the rest of this publication provides separate 1059 
recommendations for PCs and mobile devices, where applicable.  1060 

Another set of categories used in the recommendations is the party that is responsible for the security of 1061 
the client device. These categories are as follows: 1062 

 Organization. Client devices in this category are usually acquired, configured, and managed by the 1063 
organization. These devices can be used for any of the organization’s remote access methods. 1064 

 Third-Party-Controlled. These client devices are controlled by the teleworker’s employer, such as a 1065 
contractor, business partner, or vendor. This third party is ultimately responsible for securing the 1066 
client devices and maintaining their security, as documented in contracts between the organization 1067 
and the third party. These devices can usually be used for many or all of the organization’s remote 1068 
access methods. 1069 

 BYOD. These client devices are controlled by the teleworker, who is fully responsible for securing 1070 
them and maintaining their security. These devices can usually be used for many or all of the 1071 
organization’s remote access methods. 1072 

 Unknown. Labeled as “unknown” because there are no assurances regarding their security, these 1073 
client devices are owned and controlled by other parties, such as kiosk computers at hotels, and PCs 1074 
or mobile devices owned by friends and family. Remote access options for these devices are typically 1075 
quite limited because users cannot or should not install software onto them, and their use is extremely 1076 
risky because of the unknown nature of their security posture. 1077 

In today’s computing environment, there are many threats to telework client devices. These threats are 1078 
posed by people with many different motivations, including causing mischief and disruption, stealing 1079 
intellectual property, and committing identity theft and other forms of fraud. The primary threat against 1080 
most telework client devices is malware, including viruses, worms, malicious mobile code, Trojan horses, 1081 
rootkits, spyware, and bots.23 Malware threats can infect client devices through many means, including 1082 
email, websites, file downloads and file sharing, peer-to-peer software, instant messaging, and social 1083 
media. The use of unauthorized removable media or devices, such as flash drives, is a common 1084 
transmission mechanism for malware. Another common threat against telework client devices is loss or 1085 
theft of the device. Someone with physical access to a device has many options for attempting to view or 1086 
copy the information stored on it. An attacker with physical access can also add malware to a device that 1087 

                                                      
23  For more information on malware, see NIST SP 800-83 Revision 1, Guide to Malware Incident Prevention and Handling 

for Desktops and Laptops (http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-83r1).  

http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-83r1
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gives them access to data accessed from or entered into the device, such as users’ passwords typed into a 1088 
laptop keyboard. 1089 

Permitting teleworkers to remotely access an organization’s computing resources or to have local access 1090 
to the organization’s networks gives attackers additional opportunities to breach the organization’s 1091 
security. When a client device uses remote access or has local network access, it is essentially an 1092 
extension of the organization’s own network. If the device is not secured properly, it poses additional risk 1093 
not only to the information that the teleworker accesses, but also to the organization’s other systems and 1094 
networks. Therefore, telework client devices should be secured properly and have their security 1095 
maintained regularly. 1096 

Generally, telework client devices should have the same local security controls as other client devices in 1097 
the enterprise—OS and application security updates applied promptly, unneeded services disabled, etc. 1098 
However, because of the threats that client devices face in external environments, additional security 1099 
controls are recommended, and some security controls may need to be adjusted to work effectively in 1100 
telework environments. For example, storing sensitive data on a desktop computer housed at an 1101 
organization’s headquarters has different ramifications than storing the same data on a laptop used at 1102 
several external locations. This section discusses recommendations for securing telework client devices 1103 
and the data that they contain. 1104 

If the use of additional security controls installed on telework devices is not feasible or enforceable, other 1105 
approaches may be better, such as providing a secure local environment for telework through use of VDI 1106 
or VMI technologies, giving teleworkers removable media that they can use to boot their telework PC 1107 
into a secure remote access and telework environment, or adopting mobile device management (MDM) 1108 
and mobile application management (MAM) solutions for enhancing and enforcing mobile device 1109 
security.  1110 

Organizations should be responsible for securing their own telework client devices and should also 1111 
require their users or users’ organizations to implement and maintain appropriate, often similar, levels of 1112 
security for the non-organization-issued client devices that they use for telework. The mechanisms for 1113 
securing organization-owned and other telework client devices are similar, but some of the security 1114 
controls might not be feasible for teleworkers to implement on their own. See NIST SP 800-114 Revision 1115 
1, User’s Guide to Telework and Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) Security, for recommendations for 1116 
users securing BYOD telework client devices. Section 5 contains additional discussion of the feasibility 1117 
of relying on users to establish and maintain the security of devices. 1118 

4.1 Securing Telework PCs 1119 

One of the most important security measures for a telework PC is having a properly configured personal 1120 
firewall installed and enabled. Personal firewalls are needed to stop network-based threats in many 1121 
environments. If a personal firewall has a single policy for all environments, then it is likely to be too 1122 
restrictive at times, such as when on the organization’s internal network, and not restrictive enough at 1123 
other times, such as when on a third-party external wireless network. So personal firewalls capable of 1124 
supporting multiple policies should be used whenever possible and configured properly for the enterprise 1125 
environment and an external environment, at a minimum.24  1126 

Many firewalls require the user to manually select the appropriate policy or environment from a list, but 1127 
some personal firewalls can be configured to “auto-sense” the network they are on and choose a security 1128 

                                                      
24  For more information on personal firewalls, see NIST SP 800-41 Revision 1, Guidelines on Firewalls and Firewall Policy 

(http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-41r1). 
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policy based on that information. Although auto-sensing helps to automate the security process, it may 1129 
not always work correctly and could apply the wrong policy at times, making the computer insecure or 1130 
blocking needed functionality. Thus, organizations that want to use auto-sensing features should test them 1131 
thoroughly before relying on them, as well as educating users on how they work and how users can 1132 
override them if the wrong policy has been selected. Auto-sensing features should only be used if they 1133 
notify the teleworker what environment the feature thinks the user is in so that the user can override it if 1134 
the auto-sensing feature has misidentified the environment. 1135 

Another important consideration for telework PCs is applying OS and application security updates.25 For 1136 
telework PCs secured by their users, this generally involves configuring the OS and applications to 1137 
automatically contact the vendors’ online services frequently to check for updates and download and 1138 
install them. Determining how to configure other telework PCs (controlled by the organization or its 1139 
contractors, business partners, vendors, etc.) to acquire updates can be significantly more complicated. An 1140 
organization might wish to use a centralized patch management system for all its PCs, but if telework PCs 1141 
rely on such a system, they may not receive updates promptly if they are configured to get updates only 1142 
from the organization’s centralized patch management system.26 For example, a user might connect a 1143 
telework PC to an external network but not establish a remote access connection to its own organization. 1144 
The PC may be exposed to threats that could exploit its unpatched vulnerabilities, and patches would not 1145 
be available until some time after the user established a remote access session with its own organization. 1146 
Another potential problem with keeping software updated is that remote access sessions may be brief, 1147 
particularly if the teleworker is on travel. This might preclude larger updates from being downloaded if 1148 
the software performing the updates does not permit updates to be downloaded in pieces.  1149 

Organizations should carefully consider these issues when planning how telework PCs will be kept 1150 
current with OS and application updates. Organizations should also encourage users to fully update their 1151 
telework PCs before taking them on travel or to other uncontrolled environments, which are generally 1152 
more likely to contain new threats than home networks. 1153 

Other security measures that are particularly important for telework include the following: 1154 

 Have a separate user account with limited privileges for each person that will use the telework PC. 1155 
Teleworkers should use their limited privilege accounts for regular work and use a separate 1156 
administrative account only for tasks that require administrator-level access, such as some software 1157 
updates. This reduces the likelihood of an attacker gaining administrator-level access to the PC. 1158 

 Enforce session locking, which prevents access to the PC after it has been idle for a period of time 1159 
(such as 15 minutes) or permits the user to lock a session upon demand. After a session is locked, 1160 
access to the PC can only be restored through authentication. Session locking is often part of screen-1161 
saver software. This prevents an attacker within physical proximity of a PC from easily gaining 1162 
access to the current session. However, it does not thwart an attacker who steals a PC or has access to 1163 
it for an extended period of time; session locking can be circumvented through various techniques. 1164 

 Physically secure telework PCs by using cable locks or other deterrents to theft. This is most 1165 
important for telework PCs in untrusted external environments. Also, in these environments, shut 1166 
down the PC if it is going to be left unattended. 1167 

                                                      
25  Generally, the most important applications to keep up-to-date are those that are used for security (e.g., antimalware software, 

personal firewalls) or remote access, and those that are network-capable and frequent vectors for exploits, such as web 
browsers, email clients, and instant messaging clients. 

26  For more information on patch management, see NIST SP 800-40 Revision 3, Guide to Enterprise Patch Management 
Technologies (http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-40r3). 
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In cases where organizations are concerned about risk from inadequate telework PC security, particularly 1168 
from PCs that are not organization-controlled or are otherwise at higher risk of compromise, 1169 
organizations may want to consider different security controls in addition to or instead of those described 1170 
above. For example, some vendors offer solutions that provide a bootable OS on read-only removable 1171 
media with pre-configured remote access client software. A user can insert this media into a PC and 1172 
reboot the computer; this bypasses the PC’s OS, which may be compromised, and loads the known-good 1173 
OS and remote access client software from the removable media. In most cases, these solutions can be 1174 
configured to prevent users from storing files on the local hard drive, saving files to removable media, 1175 
and otherwise transferring information from the known-good OS to another location. Bootable OS 1176 
solutions make the logical security of the telework PC much less important, although they do not prevent 1177 
all compromises (for example, vulnerabilities in the removable media’s OS could be exploited, or 1178 
malicious code may be present in the PC’s BIOS, firmware, or hardware). Another caveat with these 1179 
solutions is that they require the PC to support booting the removable media before the hard drive, which 1180 
may require the user to reconfigure the PC’s BIOS settings. 1181 

Another option is to provide teleworkers with flash drives that are specifically configured for telework 1182 
use. These drives hold organization-approved applications that are executed from a read-only portion of 1183 
the drives, which protects them from unauthorized modification. Temporary files from these applications 1184 
are stored in another portion of the flash drives, which reduces the likelihood of data leakage onto the PC. 1185 

4.2 Securing Telework Mobile Devices 1186 

Many telework mobile devices can have their security managed centrally through enterprise mobile 1187 
device management software. Organizations should take advantage of such security management 1188 
capabilities whenever available, particularly for organization-controlled devices—for example, by 1189 
restricting the installation and use of third-party applications, or by providing an app store with 1190 
authorized, vetted apps and only permitting apps to be downloaded and installed from that app store. 1191 
However, many devices will need to be secured manually. Security capabilities and appropriate actions 1192 
vary widely by device type and specific products, so organizations should provide guidance to device 1193 
administrators and users who are responsible for securing telework mobile devices on how they should 1194 
secure them. 1195 

NIST SP 800-124 Revision 1, Guidelines for Managing the Security of Mobile Devices in the 1196 
Enterprise,27 recommends safeguards for the most common types of telework mobile devices. The 1197 
following are examples of these safeguards: 1198 

 Limit the networking capabilities of mobile devices. This is particularly important for devices that 1199 
have multiple wireless capabilities; the teleworker might not even know that some wireless protocols 1200 
are exposing the device to access by attackers, such as Bluetooth and shared wireless networking. 1201 
Sometimes it is necessary to allow multiple networking capabilities simultaneously, such as allowing 1202 
voice/data cellular access at the same time as Wi-Fi. 1203 

 For devices that face significant malware threats, run antimalware programs. Devices that connect to 1204 
the Internet may even have personal firewalls; these should be enabled to prevent attacks and 1205 
unauthorized access.  1206 

 Determine if the device manufacturer provides updates and patches; if so, ensure that they are applied 1207 
promptly to protect the device from attacks against known vulnerabilities. 1208 

 Strongly encrypt stored data on both built-in storage and removable media. 1209 

                                                      
27  http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-124r1  
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 Require a password/passcode and/or other authentication before accessing the organization’s 1210 
resources. 1211 

 Restrict which applications may be installed through whitelisting or blacklisting.28 1212 

Given the similarity between the functions of mobile devices, particularly as they become more advanced, 1213 
and PCs, organizations should strongly consider treating them similar to, or the same as, PCs. This means 1214 
that organizational policies for PCs may simply be extended to mobile devices; if the two policies are 1215 
kept separate, the policy documents should heavily cross-reference each other. 1216 

Organizations should consider taking advantage of mobile device management (MDM) solutions, mobile 1217 
application management solutions (MAM), and other technologies for controlling the use of mobile 1218 
devices. MDM solutions are capable of enforcing a variety of security policies on behalf of the 1219 
organization, even to some extent on mobile devices that are not controlled by the organization. For 1220 
example, MDM software is frequently used to require the use of a PIN to unlock a mobile device, to 1221 
enable encryption technologies to protect sensitive data stored on a mobile device, and to determine if a 1222 
mobile device has been jailbroken or rooted. MDM software can also be used to perform a remote wipe 1223 
when a mobile device has been lost or stolen to prevent unauthorized access to any sensitive data it 1224 
contains. An organization can set different MDM policies for each category of mobile devices, such as 1225 
organization-issued, third-party-controlled, and BYOD, to take into account the differing levels of access 1226 
each device may provide to the MDM solution.  MAM software provides an environment that isolates the 1227 
enterprise applications and data from the rest of the device.  Strong authentication can be required to 1228 
access the enterprise environment, which is also encrypted to protect the organization’s sensitive data and 1229 
applications, and to minimize data leakage from those applications to other applications and services 1230 
running on the device.  In the event the device is lost or the employee leaves the organization, the 1231 
protected environment can be remotely wiped to remove the enterprise data. 1232 

In addition to or instead of MDM/MAM solutions, organizations may rely on NAC solutions, as 1233 
discussed in Sections 2 and 3 of this document. NAC solutions can identify jailbroken or rooted mobile 1234 
devices and other major security policy violations on mobile devices attempting to connect to the 1235 
organization’s networks. 1236 

4.3 Protecting Data on Telework Client Devices 1237 

Telework often involves creating and editing work-related information such as email, word processing 1238 
documents, and spreadsheets. Because that data is important, it should be treated like other important 1239 
assets of the organization. Two things an organization can do to protect data on telework devices are to 1240 
secure it on the telework device and to periodically back it up to a location controlled by the organization. 1241 
More information on this is provided in Sections 4.3.1 through 4.3.3. Organizations can also choose not to 1242 
allow the organization’s information to be stored on telework devices, but to instead store it centrally at 1243 
the organization.  1244 

Sensitive information, such as certain types of personally identifiable information (PII) (e.g., personnel 1245 
records, medical records, financial records), that is stored on or sent to or from telework devices should be 1246 
protected so that malicious parties cannot access or alter it. For example, teleworkers often forget that 1247 
storing sensitive information on a CD that is carried with their device, or printing the information on a 1248 
public printer, can also expose the information in ways that are not significant within a typical enterprise 1249 
environment. An unauthorized release of sensitive information could damage the public’s trust in an 1250 

                                                      
28  For more information on application whitelisting, see NIST SP 800-167, Guide to Application Whitelisting 

(http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-167).  
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organization, jeopardize the organization’s mission, or harm individuals if their personal information has 1251 
been released.  1252 

4.3.1 Encrypting Data at Rest 1253 

All telework devices, regardless of their size or location, can be stolen. Some thieves may want to read 1254 
the contents of the data on the device, and quite possibly use that data for criminal purposes. To prevent 1255 
this, an organization should have a policy of encrypting all sensitive data when it is at rest on the device 1256 
and on removable media used by the device. The creation and use of cryptographic keys for encrypting 1257 
remote data at rest should follow the same policies that an organization has for other keys that protect data 1258 
at rest.29 1259 

There are many methods for protecting data at rest, and they mostly depend on the type of device or 1260 
removable media that is being protected. Most operating systems have their own data encryption 1261 
mechanisms, and there are also numerous third-party applications that provide similar capabilities.30 1262 
Generally, when technologies such as full disk encryption are being used to protect data at rest on PCs, 1263 
teleworkers should shut down their telework devices instead of placing them into sleep mode when the 1264 
devices will not be used for an extended time or when the teleworker will not be with the device. This 1265 
helps ensure that the data at rest and the decryption key are protected by the storage encryption 1266 
technology. 1267 

4.3.2 Using Virtual Machines 1268 

If an organization has direct control over a telework device, the organization can enforce its policies for 1269 
remote access, updating, etc. For other telework devices, such as BYOD PCs, the organization has a 1270 
limited ability to enforce security policies. A method for controlling the environment in which a 1271 
teleworker operates is to run a virtual machine (VM) on the telework PC. This is normally done by 1272 
running a VM hypervisor program within the telework PC’s operating system, but some newer telework 1273 
PCs allow the installation of a hypervisor that runs in place of the PC’s operating system. This is known 1274 
as a bare-metal hypervisor. Bare-metal hypervisors are generally considered more secure than other 1275 
hypervisors because there is one less major piece of software that can be attacked.31 1276 

A user runs a VM image in the virtual machine environment; this image acts just like a full computer with 1277 
an operating system and application software. (Using virtual machines as telework devices is an extension 1278 
of the concept of thin clients.) To use VM images to enforce telework policy, the organization distributes 1279 
a VM image that is configured to be fully compliant with all relevant security policies. The teleworker 1280 
runs the VM image on the telework computer. When the image needs to be updated, the organization 1281 
distributes a new image to its teleworkers. Using a VM to support telework security works well as long as 1282 
the telework computer itself does not have any malware that will attack the VM. For hypervisors that run 1283 
within the host OS (i.e., not bare-metal hypervisors), any compromise within the host OS could affect the 1284 
security of the VM and the VM image. 1285 

VM disks act just like the disks on a regular computer, so organizations should have policies for telework 1286 
data that is stored in a VM image. VM images can be encrypted on the telework computer when they are 1287 
not in use and only decrypted after the user provides proper authentication just before booting an image. 1288 

                                                      
29  For more information on cryptographic key usage, see NIST SP 800-57 (Parts 1-3), Recommendation for Key Management 

(http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/PubsSPs.html#800-57pt1).  
30  See NIST SP 800-111, Guide to Storage Encryption Technologies for End User Devices, for more information on 

encrypting storage on client devices and removable media. 
31  More information on hypervisors is available from NIST SP 800-125, Guide to Security for Full Virtualization Technologies 

(http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-125).  
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If VM images are encrypted, an unauthorized person that gets access to the telework device will not be 1289 
able to read the data stored in the VM image. Similarly, a VM image can have multiple disks within it, 1290 
and some of those can be encrypted; if the teleworker stores their data on an encrypted disk within the 1291 
VM, it will be just as if the data were stored on an encrypted disk directly on the telework computer.  1292 

Organizations should consider encrypting all VM images used for telework to reduce the risk of 1293 
compromise. This can be accomplished through the use of full disk encryption, file encryption, or other 1294 
means.32 For high-risk situations, particularly involving access to highly sensitive information, 1295 
organizations should encrypt each individual VM image used for telework and may also want to provide a 1296 
second layer of protection through full disk encryption. 1297 

4.3.3 Backing Up Data on Telework Devices 1298 

Most organizations have policies for backing up data on a regular basis. Such a backup policy should 1299 
cover data on telework PCs and mobile devices. However, such a policy may need different provisions for 1300 
backups performed at the organization’s facilities versus external locations. If the data to be backed up 1301 
contains sensitive information or needs its confidentiality protected for other reasons, there are additional 1302 
security considerations if that backup is performed at an external location. 1303 

If data is being backed up remotely—from the telework device to a system at the organization—then the 1304 
communications carrying that data should be encrypted and have their integrity verified. This is discussed 1305 
in more detail in Section 3.3.3. If data is being backed up locally—to removable media such as CDs or 1306 
flash drives, for example—the backup should be protected at least as well as the original data is. For 1307 
example, if the original data is encrypted, then the data in the backup should be encrypted as well. If the 1308 
original data is encrypted in a portable form, such as through virtual disk encryption or an encrypted VM 1309 
image, then it may be sufficient to copy that encrypted entity onto the backup media. However, for non-1310 
portable forms of storage encryption, such as full disk encryption, the data would need to be decrypted on 1311 
the telework device and then encrypted for storage on the backup media. 1312 

4.4  Summary of Key Recommendations 1313 

The following list presents some of the key recommendations from this section of the document. 1314 

 Telework client devices should be secured properly and have their security maintained regularly. 1315 
Generally, telework client devices should have the same local security controls as other client devices 1316 
in the enterprise. However, because of the threats that client devices face in external environments, 1317 
additional security controls are recommended, and some security controls may need to be adjusted to 1318 
work effectively in telework environments. If the use of additional security controls is not feasible or 1319 
enforceable, other approaches may be better, such as using VDI or VMI technologies or bootable 1320 
removable media to establish a secure environment, or adopting MDM solutions for enhancing and 1321 
enforcing mobile device security. (Section 4 introduction) 1322 

 For telework PCs, personal firewalls capable of supporting multiple policies should be used whenever 1323 
possible and configured properly for the enterprise environment and an external environment, at a 1324 
minimum. (Section 4.1) 1325 

 For telework mobile devices, organizations should take advantage of centralized security 1326 
management capabilities whenever available. However, many devices will need to be secured 1327 

                                                      
32  NIST SP 800-111, Guide to Storage Encryption Technologies for End User Devices, explains these options 
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manually. Organizations should provide guidance to device administrators and users who are 1328 
responsible for securing telework mobile devices on how they should secure them. (Section 4.2) 1329 

 Sensitive information, such as certain types of PII (e.g., personnel records, medical records, financial 1330 
records), that is stored on or sent to or from telework devices should be protected so that malicious 1331 
parties cannot access or alter it. An organization should have a policy of encrypting all sensitive data 1332 
when it is at rest on the device and on removable media used by the device. The creation and use of 1333 
cryptographic keys for encrypting remote data at rest should follow the same policies that an 1334 
organization has for other keys that protect data at rest. (Section 4.3) 1335 
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5. Security Considerations for the Telework and Remote Access Life Cycle 1336 

This section brings together the concepts presented in the previous sections of the guide and explains how 1337 
they should be incorporated throughout the entire life cycle of telework and remote access solutions, 1338 
involving everything from policy to operations. The section references a five-phase life cycle model to 1339 
help organizations determine at what point in their telework and remote access deployments a 1340 
recommendation may be relevant. This model is based on one introduced in NIST SP 800-64 Rev. 2, 1341 
Security Considerations in the System Development Life Cycle.33 Organizations may follow a project 1342 
management methodology or life cycle model that does not directly map to the phases in the model 1343 
presented here, but the types of tasks in the methodology and their sequencing are probably similar. The 1344 
phases of the life cycle are as follows: 1345 

 Phase 1: Initiation. This phase includes the tasks that an organization should perform before it starts 1346 
to design a telework or remote access solution. These include identifying needs for telework and 1347 
remote access (including possible support for BYOD devices and/or third-party-controlled devices), 1348 
providing an overall vision for how telework and remote access solutions would support the mission 1349 
of the organization, creating a high-level strategy for implementing telework and remote access 1350 
solutions, developing a telework security policy, and specifying business and functional requirements 1351 
for the solution. 1352 

 Phase 2: Development. In this phase, personnel specify the technical characteristics of the telework 1353 
or remote access solution and related components. These include the authentication methods; the 1354 
cryptographic mechanisms used to protect communications; and firewalls and other mechanisms used 1355 
to control access to networks and resources on those networks. The types of telework clients to be 1356 
used should also be considered, since they can affect the desired policies. Care should be taken to 1357 
ensure that the telework security policy can be employed and enforced by all clients. At the end of 1358 
this phase, solution components are procured. 1359 

 Phase 3: Implementation. In this phase, equipment is configured to meet operational and security 1360 
requirements, including the telework security policy documented in the system security plan, installed 1361 
and tested as a prototype, and then activated on a production network. Implementation includes 1362 
altering the configuration of other security controls and technologies, such as security event logging, 1363 
network management, and authentication server integration. 1364 

 Phase 4: Operations and Maintenance. This phase includes security-related tasks that an 1365 
organization should perform on an ongoing basis once the telework or remote access solution is 1366 
operational, including log review, attack detection, and incident response and recovery. These tasks 1367 
should be documented in the configuration management policy. 1368 

 Phase 5: Disposal. This phase encompasses tasks that occur when a remote access solution or its 1369 
components are being retired, including preserving information to meet legal requirements, sanitizing 1370 
media, and disposing of equipment properly.34 1371 

This section highlights security considerations of particular interest for telework and remote access 1372 
solutions. These considerations are not intended to be comprehensive, nor is there any implication that 1373 
security elements not listed here are unimportant or unnecessary. 1374 

                                                      
33  http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-64r2  
34  The life cycle information presented in this introduction is derived from Section 8 of NIST SP 800-97, Establishing Wireless 

Robust Security Networks: a Guide to IEEE 802.11i (http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-97).  
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5.1 Initiation 1375 

The initiation phase involves many preparatory actions, such as identifying current and future needs, and 1376 
specifying requirements for performance, functionality, and security. A critical part of the initiation phase 1377 
is the development of a telework security policy for an organization. The section lists elements that a 1378 
telework security policy should contain and, where relevant, describes some of the factors that should be 1379 
considered when making the decisions behind each element. A telework security policy should define 1380 
which forms of remote access the organization permits, which types of telework devices (e.g., 1381 
organization-controlled PCs and mobile devices, BYOD mobile devices, contractor-controlled PCs) are 1382 
permitted to use each form of remote access, the type of access each type of teleworker is granted, and 1383 
how user account provisioning should be handled. It should also cover how the organization's remote 1384 
access servers are administered and how policies in those servers are updated. The telework security 1385 
policy should be documented in the system security plan. 1386 

In addition to the considerations described in this section for telework security policies, organizations 1387 
should also consider how other security policies may be affected by telework. For example, an 1388 
organization may require that certain types of locked-out user accounts be unlocked only in person, but 1389 
this may not be viable for teleworkers who are on travel or on long-term assignments in external 1390 
locations. Other security policies should be adjusted as needed to take telework into consideration. 1391 

5.1.1 Permitted Forms of Remote Access 1392 

One of the first decisions to make when creating a telework security policy is which types of remote 1393 
access solutions will be permitted. Each type of solution has its strengths and weaknesses, and the 1394 
usefulness of each will depend on many factors within the organization. Some of those factors include: 1395 

 Existing remote access used by the organization, such as remote control systems used by IT staff 1396 

 Software already installed on telework devices that can be used for remote access 1397 

 Capabilities available in firewalls that are already installed at the edge of the organization's network. 1398 

The policy for which types of remote access are permitted for telework should be closely tied to the 1399 
organization's overall security policy. If one of the forms of remote access under consideration cannot be 1400 
secured in a fashion that is required by the organization's security policy, such as using approved 1401 
cryptographic algorithms to protect sensitive data, then that form of remote access should not be used by 1402 
the organization. The overall security policy should take priority when creating a telework security policy. 1403 

5.1.2 Restrictions on Telework Client Devices and Remote Access Levels 1404 

A telework security policy can limit the types of client devices that teleworkers are allowed to use. For a 1405 
variety of reasons, including security policies and technology limitations, organizations often limit which 1406 
types of devices can be used for remote access. For example, an organization might permit only 1407 
organization-controlled PCs to be used. Some organizations have tiered levels of access, such as allowing 1408 
organization-controlled PCs to access many resources, BYOD PCs and third-party-controlled PCs to 1409 
access a limited set of resources, and BYOD mobile devices to access only one or two resources, such as 1410 
webmail. This allows an organization to limit the risk it incurs by permitting the most-controlled devices 1411 
to have the most access and the least-controlled devices to have minimal access or no access at all.  1412 

Each organization should make its own risk-based decisions about what levels of remote access should be 1413 
permitted from which types of devices. Factors that organizations should consider when setting telework 1414 
security policy for this include the following: 1415 
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 Sensitivity of telework. Some telework involves access to sensitive information or resources, while 1416 
other telework does not. Organizations may have more restrictive requirements for telework involving 1417 
sensitive information, such as permitting only organization-controlled telework devices to be used. 1418 

 The level of confidence in security policy compliance. Meeting many of an organization’s security 1419 
requirements can typically be ensured only if the organization controls the configuration of the 1420 
telework devices. For non-organization-controlled devices, some requirements can be verified by 1421 
automated security health checks conducted by the remote access server on devices attempting to 1422 
connect, but other requirements cannot be verified by the organization by automated means. Making 1423 
users aware of their responsibilities can help to improve security on BYOD telework devices, but will 1424 
not result in the same degree of security policy compliance as mandatory security controls enforced 1425 
on organization-controlled telework devices. Even the most conscientious users may fail to properly 1426 
maintain the security of their BYOD devices at all times because of the technical complexity or effort 1427 
involved or their lack of awareness of new threats. For third-party-controlled devices, the 1428 
organization may be able to enforce security policy compliance through contractual provisions. 1429 

 Cost. Costs associated with telework devices will vary based on policy decisions. The primary direct 1430 
cost is issuing telework devices and client software to teleworkers. There are also indirect costs in 1431 
maintaining telework devices and in providing technical support for teleworkers. Another 1432 
consideration related to cost is telework frequency and duration; an organization might justify 1433 
purchasing telework devices for individuals who telework regularly (e.g., one day per week from 1434 
home, frequent business travel), but not purchasing telework devices for individuals who telework 1435 
only occasionally for short durations, such as quickly checking email from home a few evenings a 1436 
month. 1437 

 Telework location. Risks will generally be lower for devices used only in the home environment or 1438 
only in an enterprise environment (e.g., contractor, business partner, or vendor network) than for 1439 
devices used in a variety of locations.  1440 

 Technical limitations. Certain types of devices may be needed for particular telework needs, such as 1441 
running specialized programs locally. Also, if an organization has a single type of remote access 1442 
server, and that server can only allow connections through a custom client that is installed on the 1443 
telework device, then only the types of devices that can support the client are allowed. 1444 

 Compliance with mandates and other policies. Organizations may need to comply with telework-1445 
related requirements from mandates and other sources, such as a federal department issuing policy 1446 
requirements to its member agencies. An example of a possible requirement is restrictions on 1447 
performing telework in foreign countries that have strong known threats against Federal agency 1448 
systems. 1449 

Although deciding which types of client devices should be permitted for remote access is ultimately up to 1450 
each organization, organizations are cautioned to prohibit the use of unknown devices unless they can 1451 
provide a way for teleworkers to use these devices in a secure fashion. An example is issuing removable 1452 
media containing a secure bootable environment, instructing users on how to use this removable media 1453 
with PCs, and configuring the remote access solution to block use of any unknown device not using this 1454 
secure environment. The risks posed by using unknown devices for remote access without a secure 1455 
environment are extremely high, so organizations should avoid this if at all possible. 1456 

Organizations may choose to specify additional security requirements that are tied to factors such as the 1457 
sensitivity of telework. Many organizations require more stringent security controls for telework 1458 
situations that are particularly high-risk. Security requirements that may be particularly helpful for such 1459 
situations include the following: 1460 
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 Permit high-risk telework only from organization-issued and secured telework devices. 1461 

 Require the use of multi-factor authentication for access to the telework device and to remote access 1462 
solutions. 1463 

 Use storage encryption on the telework device, at a minimum to protect all sensitive information. 1464 
Multiple levels of encryption may be needed. For example, full disk encryption may be needed to 1465 
mitigate an attacker who gains physical access to the device; at the same time, virtual disk encryption 1466 
or file/folder encryption may be needed to mitigate an attacker who gains logical access to the device 1467 
(i.e., access after full disk encryption authentication has occurred and the data on the hard drive is 1468 
being decrypted automatically as needed). Removable media containing telework data should also be 1469 
encrypted. 1470 

 Migrate high-risk resources to servers that assume responsibility for protecting them. For example, a 1471 
teleworker could connect to a terminal server that holds sensitive data that the teleworker needs to 1472 
access. 1473 

 Store and access only the minimum data necessary. Some organizations issue “loaner” devices that 1474 
are completely wiped before and after the high-risk telework (such as certain foreign travel) is 1475 
performed. Only the data and authorized applications needed for the telework are loaded onto the 1476 
loaner device. The loaner devices are used for telework only and may not be connected to the 1477 
organization’s internal networks. The pre-use wiping ensures that the device is clean before any 1478 
telework is conducted, and the post-use wiping ensures that no telework data remains that could be 1479 
accessed in the future. 1480 

In high-risk situations, organizations may also choose to reduce risk by prohibiting telework and remote 1481 
access involving particular types of information, such as sensitive PII. 1482 

Table 5-1 shows an example of how access tiers could be defined. There are seven categories of client 1483 
devices: government-furnished equipment (GFE) in the office, GFE in telework, BYOD in the office, 1484 
BYOD in telework, contractor/business partner/vendor in the office, contractor/business partner/vendor in 1485 
telework, and third-party devices (e.g., Internet café, hotel kiosk). This table lists a few examples of 1486 
applications or systems and how access to them might be restricted based on device type and location. For 1487 
example, access to the personnel system might be authorized only from GFE devices in the office, and 1488 
prohibited for GFE devices in telework and all other types of devices, because of the sensitivity of the PII 1489 
it contains. Access to email, calendaring, and other general resources might be permitted from all device 1490 
types and locations other than third party devices. Note that in many cases, an organization could combine 1491 
the BYOD in office and BYOD telework columns because of recommendations to secure BYOD in office 1492 
as if it were telework/remote access. Also note that the rightmost column could be eliminated if the 1493 
organization does not permit any access from third party devices. 1494 
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Table 5-1. Example of Access Tiers 1495 

Application or 
System 

GFE in 
office 

GFE 
telework 

BYOD in 
office 

BYOD 
telework 

Contractor, 
partner, 

vendor in 
office 

Contractor, 
partner, 
vendor 

telework 

Third party 
(Internet 

café, etc.) 

Personnel system Yes No No No No No No 
Financial system Yes Yes No No No No No 
Email Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
Calendaring Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
Intellectual 
property 

Yes No No No No No No 

…        
 1496 
Every year, there are many changes in telework device capabilities, the security controls available to 1497 
organizations, the types of threats made to different types of devices, and so on. Therefore, organizations 1498 
should periodically reassess their policies for telework devices and consider changing which types of 1499 
client devices are permitted and what levels of access they may be granted. Organizations should also be 1500 
aware of the emergence of new types of remote access solutions and of major changes to existing remote 1501 
access technologies, and ensure that the organization’s policies are updated accordingly as needed.  1502 

5.1.3 Additional User Requirements 1503 

Organizations often have additional security considerations for telework that, while helpful in mitigating 1504 
threats, cannot be directly enforced by the organization. Organizations should educate users on the 1505 
importance of these additional security measures and define teleworkers’ responsibilities for 1506 
implementing these measures in policy and telework agreements.  1507 

One example of a possible security consideration is phone services. Depending on the sensitivity of 1508 
telework communications, telephone security may be a consideration. Corded phones using traditional 1509 
wired telephone networks cannot be intercepted without physical connections, so they are sufficiently 1510 
secure for typical telework. Cordless phones using traditional wired telephone networks should employ 1511 
spread spectrum technology to scramble transmissions, thus reducing the risk of eavesdropping within 1512 
physical proximity (usually a few hundred yards at most). Digital cell phones should be acceptable for 1513 
typical telework.35 Communications carried over voice over IP (VoIP) services should not be considered 1514 
secure unless some form of encryption is used; however, many VoIP services now provide strong 1515 
encryption, which should be used to protect sensitive information. Any encryption used must be certified 1516 
to follow NIST requirements. The FIPS 140 specification, Security Requirements for Cryptographic 1517 
Modules, defines how cryptographic modules are validated. 1518 

Another possible security consideration involves wireless personal area networks (WPAN), which are 1519 
small-scale wireless networks that require no infrastructure to operate. Examples of WPAN technologies 1520 
are using a wireless keyboard or mouse with a computer, printing wirelessly, synchronizing a smartphone 1521 
with a computer, and allowing a wireless headset or earpiece to be used with a smartphone. The most 1522 
commonly used type of WPAN technology is Bluetooth. For devices within proximity of threats, 1523 
teleworkers should disable WPAN technologies when not in use to prevent misuse by unauthorized 1524 
parties. 1525 

                                                      
35  Analog cell phone communications can be intercepted by individuals with scanning equipment, so their use should be 

avoided when discussing sensitive or proprietary information. However, analog cell phone networks have been retired. 
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Additional information on these security considerations is available from NIST SP 800-114 Revision 1, 1526 
User’s Guide to Telework and Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) Security, and NIST SP 800-121 Revision 1527 
1, Guide to Bluetooth Security. 1528 

5.2 Development 1529 

Once the organization has established a telework security policy, identified telework and remote access 1530 
needs, and completed other preparatory activities, the next step is to determine which types of telework or 1531 
remote access technologies should be used and to design a solution to deploy. There are many 1532 
considerations for designing a solution, most of which are generally applicable to any IT technology; 1533 
some of these are covered in Section 2.1 of this document and NIST SP 800-53. This section focuses on 1534 
the technical security considerations that are most important for designing telework and remote access 1535 
solutions. Major considerations include the following:36 1536 

 Architecture. Designing the architecture includes the placement of the remote access server, the 1537 
selection of remote access client software (if needed), and the design of one or more organization 1538 
network segments for non-organization-controlled client devices. 1539 

 Authentication. Authentication involves selecting a remote access authentication method, as 1540 
described in Section 3, and determining how its client/user and server components should be 1541 
implemented, including procedures for issuing and resetting authenticators and for provisioning users 1542 
and client devices with authenticators. 1543 

 Cryptography. Decisions related to cryptography include selecting the algorithms for encryption and 1544 
integrity protection of remote access communications, and setting the key strength for algorithms that 1545 
support multiple key lengths. 1546 

 Access Control. This involves determining which types of remote access communications should be 1547 
permitted and denied. Section 3 provides additional information on access control capabilities. 1548 

 Endpoint Security. Endpoint security decisions involve determining how remote access servers and 1549 
telework client devices should be secured, as described in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. 1550 

The security aspects of the telework and remote access solution design should be documented in the 1551 
system security plan. The organization should also consider how incidents involving the telework and 1552 
remote access solutions should be handled and document those plans as well.37 1553 

5.3 Implementation 1554 

After the remote access solution has been designed, the next step is to implement and test a prototype of 1555 
the design before putting the solution into production. Aspects of the solution that should be evaluated 1556 
include the following: 38 1557 

 Connectivity. Users can establish and maintain remote access connections. Users can connect to all 1558 
of the resources that they are permitted to and cannot connect to any other resources. 1559 

 Protection. Each traffic flow is protected in accordance with the established requirements. This 1560 
includes flows between the telework client device and the remote access server, and between the 1561 

                                                      
36  These considerations are based on material from Section 4 of NIST SP 800-77, Guide to IPsec VPNs 

(http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-77). 
37  For more information on incident handling, see NIST SP 800-61 Revision 2, Computer Security Incident Handling Guide 

(http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-61r2).  
38  These considerations are based on material from Section 4 of NIST SP 800-77, Guide to IPsec VPNs. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-77
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-61r2
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remote access server and internal resources. Protection should be verified by means such as 1562 
monitoring network traffic or checking traffic logs. 1563 

 Authentication. Authentication is required and cannot be readily compromised or circumvented. All 1564 
authentication policies are enforced. Performing robust testing of authentication is important to 1565 
reduce the risk of attackers accessing protected internal resources.  1566 

 Applications. The remote access solution does not interfere with the use of software applications that 1567 
are permitted to be used through remote access, nor does it disrupt the operation of telework client 1568 
devices (for example, a VPN client conflicting with a host-based firewall). 1569 

 Management. Administrators can configure and manage the solution effectively and securely. This 1570 
includes all components, including remote access servers, authentication services, and client software. 1571 
The ease of deployment and configuration is particularly important, such as having fully automated 1572 
client configuration versus administrators manually configuring each client. Another concern is the 1573 
ability of users to alter remote access client settings, which could weaken remote access security. 1574 
Automating configurations for devices can greatly reduce unintentional errors from users incorrectly 1575 
configuring settings. 1576 

 Logging. The remote access solution logs security events in accordance with the organization’s 1577 
policies. Some remote access solutions provide more granular logging capabilities than others—for 1578 
example, logging usage of individual applications versus only connections to particular hosts—so in 1579 
some cases it may be necessary to rely on the resources used through remote access to perform 1580 
portions of the logging that the remote access server cannot perform. 1581 

 Performance. The solution provides adequate performance during normal and peak usage. It is 1582 
important to consider not only the performance of the primary remote access components, but also 1583 
that of intermediate devices, such as routers and firewalls. Performance is particularly important when 1584 
large software updates are being provided through the remote access solution to telework client 1585 
devices. In many cases, the best way to test the performance under load of a prototype is to use 1586 
simulated traffic generators on a live test network to mimic the actual characteristics of expected 1587 
traffic as closely as possible. Testing should incorporate a variety of applications that will be used 1588 
with remote access. 1589 

 Security of the Implementation. The remote access implementation itself may contain 1590 
vulnerabilities and weaknesses that attackers could exploit. Organizations with high security needs 1591 
may choose to perform extensive vulnerability assessments against the remote access components. At 1592 
a minimum, all components should be updated with the latest patches and configured following sound 1593 
security practices. 1594 

 Default Settings. Implementers should carefully review the default values for each remote access 1595 
setting and alter the settings as necessary to support security requirements. Implementers should also 1596 
ensure that the remote access solution does not unexpectedly “fall back” to default settings for 1597 
interoperability or other reasons. 1598 

5.4 Operations and Maintenance 1599 

Operational processes that are particularly helpful for maintaining telework and remote access security, 1600 
and thus should be performed regularly, include the following:39 1601 

                                                      
39  Portions of the information on operations and maintenance were derived from Sections 5.4 and 5.5 of NIST SP 800-92, 

Guide to Computer Security Log Management (http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-92).  

http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-92
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 Checking for upgrades and patches to the remote access software components, and acquiring, testing, 1602 
and deploying the updates 1603 

 Ensuring that each remote access infrastructure component (servers, gateways, authentication servers, 1604 
etc.) has its clock synched to a common time source so that its timestamps will match those generated 1605 
by other systems 1606 

 Reconfiguring access control features as needed based on factors such as policy changes, technology 1607 
changes, audit findings, and new security needs 1608 

 Detecting and documenting anomalies detected within the remote access infrastructure. Such 1609 
anomalies might indicate malicious activity or deviations from policy and procedures. Anomalies 1610 
should be reported to other systems’ administrators as appropriate. 1611 

Organizations should also periodically perform assessments to confirm that the organization’s remote 1612 
access policies, processes, and procedures are being followed properly. Assessment activities may be 1613 
passive, such as reviewing logs, or active, such as performing vulnerability scans and penetration testing. 1614 
More information on technical assessments for telework and remote access is available from NIST SP 1615 
800-115, Technical Guide to Information Security Testing and Assessment.40 1616 

5.5 Disposal 1617 

Before a telework client device or remote access server permanently leaves an organization (such as when 1618 
a leased server’s lease expires or when an obsolete PC is being recycled), the organization should remove 1619 
any sensitive data from the host. Data may also need to be wiped if an organization provides “loaner” 1620 
devices to teleworkers, particularly for travel. The task of scrubbing all sensitive data from storage 1621 
devices such as hard drives and memory cards is often surprisingly difficult because of all the places 1622 
where such data resides. See NIST SP 800-88 Rev. 1, Guidelines for Media Sanitization,41 for additional 1623 
information and recommendations on removing data from telework and remote access devices. Note that 1624 
sensitive data is often found in places other than just the user’s data area; for example, software that runs 1625 
under Microsoft Windows often stores possibly-sensitive data in the Windows registry. An organization 1626 
should strongly consider erasing all storage devices completely. 1627 

Organizations may find it particularly challenging to address data wiping for BYOD devices. Because the 1628 
devices are used for both personal and work purposes, it may be necessary to scrub the telework data 1629 
without affecting the personal data. Selective data scrubbing can be performed through enterprise mobile 1630 
device management software (for mobile devices) and specialized utilities. Organizations should carefully 1631 
consider data scrubbing issues involving BYOD devices before authorizing BYOD use. 1632 

Organizations may also have concerns about data wiping on third-party-controlled client devices. Similar 1633 
to the situation with BYOD devices, an organization may want to scrub its data from these devices 1634 
without disrupting the controlling organizations’ data. Selective data scrubbing by the organization may 1635 
be an option, or it may be more practical to have the controlling organization do its own scrubbing for the 1636 
data in question. 1637 

5.6 Summary of Key Recommendations 1638 

The following list presents some of the key recommendations from this section of the document. 1639 

                                                      
40  http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-115  
41  http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-88r1  

http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-115
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-88r1
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 A telework security policy should define which forms of remote access the organization permits, 1640 
which types of telework devices are permitted to use each form of remote access, the type of access 1641 
each type of teleworker is granted, and how user account provisioning should be handled. It should 1642 
also cover how the organization's remote access servers are administered and how policies in those 1643 
servers are updated. The telework security policy should be documented in the system security plan. 1644 
(Section 5.1) 1645 

 Each organization should make its own risk-based decisions about what levels of remote access 1646 
should be permitted from which types of telework client devices. (Section 5.1) 1647 

 Organizations should periodically reassess their policies for telework devices and consider changing 1648 
which types of client devices are permitted and what levels of access they may be granted. (Section 1649 
5.1) 1650 

 Organizations should document the security aspects of the telework and remote access solution design 1651 
in the system security plan. (Section 5.2) 1652 

 Before putting a remote access solution into production, an organization should implement and test a 1653 
prototype of the design and evaluate it, including its connectivity, traffic protection, authentication, 1654 
management, logging, performance, implementation security, and interference with applications. 1655 
(Section 5.3) 1656 

 Organizations should regularly perform operational processes to maintain telework and remote access 1657 
security, such as deploying updates, verifying clock synchronization, reconfiguring access control 1658 
features as needed, and detecting and documenting anomalies within the remote access infrastructure. 1659 
(Section 5.4) 1660 

 Organizations should also periodically perform assessments to confirm that the organization’s remote 1661 
access policies, processes, and procedures are being followed properly. (Section 5.4) 1662 

 Before disposing of a telework client device or remote access server, the organization should remove 1663 
any sensitive data from it. (Section 5.5) 1664 

 1665 
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Appendix A—NIST SP 800-53 Control Mappings 1666 

This appendix lists the NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 security controls that are most pertinent for securing 1667 
enterprise telework, remote access, and BYOD technologies. Next to each control is an explanation of its 1668 
implications particular to enterprise telework, remote access, and BYOD security. 1669 

 1670 

NIST SP 800-53 Control Telework/Remote Access/BYOD Implications 
AC-2, Account Management This control involves managing single-factor or multi-factor authentication for 

remote access users, such as passwords, digital certificates, and/or hardware 
authentication tokens.  

AC-17, Remote Access This entire control is dedicated to documenting remote access requirements, 
authorizing remote access prior to allowing connections, monitoring and 
controlling remote access, encrypting remote access connections, etc. 

AC-19, Access Control for Mobile 
Devices 

This control includes requirements for organization-controlled mobile devices 
and authorization to connect mobile devices to organizational systems, such 
as through remote access. 

AC-20, Use of External Information 
Systems 

This control involves the use of external information systems, such as 
personally owned client devices (BYOD) and third-party-controlled client 
devices, that may process, store, or transmit organization-controlled data on 
behalf of the organization. 

CA-9, Internal System Connections This involves connections between a system and system components, 
including mobile devices and laptops. 

CP-9, Information System Backup Telework devices need to have their data backed up either locally or 
remotely. 

IA-2, Identification and 
Authentication (Organizational 
Users) 

This control involves using single-factor or multi-factor authentication for 
remote access users, such as passwords, digital certificates, and/or hardware 
authentication tokens.  

IA-3, Device Identification and 
Authentication 

Mutual authentication is recommended whenever feasible to verify the 
legitimacy of a remote access server before providing authentication 
credentials to it. 

IA-11, Re-Authentication Many organizations require teleworkers to reauthenticate periodically during 
long remote access sessions, such as after each eight hours of a session or 
after 30 minutes of idle time. This helps organizations confirm that the person 
using remote access is authorized to do so.  

RA-3, Risk Assessment A risk assessment should be performed as part of selecting a remote access 
method (tunneling, application portals, remote desktop access, direct 
application access). 

SC-7, Boundary Protection This control involves segmenting a network (e.g., using subnetworks) to keep 
publicly accessible components off internal networks, and monitoring and 
controlling communications at key boundary points. 

SC-8, Transmission Confidentiality 
and Integrity 

The various remote access methods discussed in this publication protect the 
confidentiality and integrity of transmissions through use of cryptography. 

 1671 

 1672 
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Appendix B—Cybersecurity Framework Subcategory Mapping 1673 

This appendix lists the Cybersecurity Framework42 subcategories that are most pertinent for securing 1674 
enterprise telework, remote access, and BYOD technologies. Next to each subcategory is an explanation 1675 
of its implications particular to enterprise telework, remote access, and BYOD security. 1676 

 1677 

Cybersecurity Framework Subcategory Telework/Remote Access/BYOD Implications 
ID.GV-1: Organizational information security 
policy is established 

An organization should have a telework security policy. 

ID.RA-5: Threats, vulnerabilities, likelihoods, 
and impacts are used to determine risk 

A risk assessment should be performed as part of selecting a remote 
access method (tunneling, application portals, remote desktop 
access, direct application access). 

PR.AC-1: Identities and credentials are 
managed for authorized devices and users 

This control involves using single-factor or multi-factor authentication 
for remote access users, such as passwords, digital certificates, 
and/or hardware authentication tokens. Also, mutual authentication is 
recommended whenever feasible to verify the legitimacy of a remote 
access server before providing user authentication credentials to it. 

PR.AC-3: Remote access is managed This is self-explanatory. 
PR.AC-5: Network integrity is protected, 
incorporating network segregation where 
appropriate 

This involves segmenting a network (e.g., using subnetworks) to keep 
publicly accessible components off internal networks, and monitoring 
and controlling communications at key boundary points. 

PR.DS-2: Data-in-transit is protected The various remote access methods discussed in this publication 
protect the confidentiality and integrity of transmissions through use 
of cryptography. 

PR.IP-4: Backups of information are 
conducted, maintained, and tested 
periodically 

Telework devices need to have their data backed up either locally or 
remotely. 

 1678 

 1679 

                                                      
42  Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity Version 1.0, NIST, February 2014. 

http://www.nist.gov/cyberframework/upload/cybersecurity-framework-021214.pdf  

http://www.nist.gov/cyberframework/upload/cybersecurity-framework-021214.pdf
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Appendix C—Glossary 1680 

Selected terms used in the publication are defined below. 1681 

Bring Your Own Device (BYOD): A non-organization-controlled telework client device. 1682 

Client Device: A system used by a remote worker to access an organization’s network and the systems on 1683 
that network. 1684 

Direct Application Access: A high-level remote access architecture that allows teleworkers to access an 1685 
individual application directly, without using remote access software. 1686 

Mobile Device: A small mobile computer such as a smartphone or tablet. 1687 

Personal Computer: A desktop or laptop computer. 1688 

Portal: A high-level remote access architecture that is based on a server that offers teleworkers access to 1689 
one or more applications through a single centralized interface. 1690 

Remote Access: The ability for an organization’s users to access its non-public computing resources from 1691 
external locations other than the organization’s facilities. 1692 

Remote Desktop Access: A high-level remote access architecture that gives a teleworker the ability to 1693 
remotely control a particular desktop computer at the organization, most often the user’s own computer at 1694 
the organization’s office, from a telework client device. 1695 

Session Locking: A feature that permits a user to lock a session upon demand or locks the session after it 1696 
has been idle for a preset period of time. 1697 

Split Tunneling: A VPN client feature that tunnels all communications involving the organization’s 1698 
internal resources through the VPN, thus protecting them, and excludes all other communications from 1699 
going through the tunnel. 1700 

Telecommuting: See “Telework.” 1701 

Telework: The ability for an organization’s employees, contractors, business partners, vendors, and other 1702 
users to perform work from locations other than the organization’s facilities. 1703 

Telework Client Device: A PC or mobile device used by a teleworker for performing telework. 1704 

Tunneling: A high-level remote access architecture that provides a secure tunnel between a telework 1705 
client device and a tunneling server through which application traffic may pass. 1706 

Virtual Private Network (VPN): A virtual network, built on top of existing physical networks, that 1707 
provides a secure communications tunnel for data and other information transmitted between networks. 1708 

 1709 
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Appendix D—Acronyms and Abbreviations 1710 

Selected acronyms and abbreviations used in this publication are defined below. 1711 

BYOD Bring Your Own Device 
DMZ Demilitarized Zone 
DNS Domain Name System 
DSL Digital Subscriber Line 
FIPS Federal Information Processing Standard 
FISMA Federal Information Security Management Act 
HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
HTTPS Hypertext Transfer Protocol over TLS 
IP Internet Protocol 
IPsec Internet Protocol Security 
ISP Internet Service Provider 
IT Information Technology 
ITL Information Technology Laboratory 
MDM Mobile Device Management 
MITM Man-in-the-Middle 
MPLS Multiprotocol Label Switching 
NAC Network Access Control 
NAT Network Address Translation 
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology 
OMB Office of Management and Budget 
OS Operating System 
PC Personal Computer 
PII Personally Identifiable Information 
PPP Point-to-Point Protocol 
RDP Remote Desktop Protocol 
SP Special Publication 
SSH Secure Shell 
SSL Secure Sockets Layer 
TLS Transport Layer Security 
URL Uniform Resource Locator 
VDI Virtual Desktop Infrastructure 
VM Virtual Machine 
VMI Virtual Mobile Infrastructure 
VNC Virtual Network Computing 
VoIP Voice over Internet Protocol 
VPN Virtual Private Network 
WPAN Wireless Personal Area Network 

 1712 
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Appendix E—Resources 1713 

The lists below provide examples of resources that may be helpful in better understanding telework and 1714 
remote access security. The NIST Special Publications identified below, along with many others, can also 1715 
be accessed via http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/PubsSPs.html. 1716 

 1717 

Telework Security Resource Sites 1718 

Site Name URL 
Home Network Security https://www.us-cert.gov/security-publications/home-network-security 
Safety & Security Center http://www.microsoft.com/security/default.aspx 
StaySafeOnline.org http://www.staysafeonline.org/ 
telework.gov http://www.telework.gov/ 
 1719 
 1720 
Telework Security-Related Documents  1721 

Document Title URL 
Bring Your Own Device: A Toolkit to Support Federal 
Agencies Implementing Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) 
Programs 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/digitalgov/bring-your-own-
device  

Guide to Telework in the Federal Government http://www.telework.gov/guidance_and_legislation/telewo
rk_guide/telework_guide.pdf  

NIST SP 800-48 Revision 1, Guide to Securing Legacy 
IEEE 802.11 Wireless Networks http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-48r1     

NIST SP 800-52 Revision 1, Guidelines for the 
Selection, Configuration, and Use of Transport Layer 
Security (TLS) Implementations 

http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-52r1     

NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4, Security and Privacy 
Controls for Federal Information Systems and 
Organizations 

http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-53r4    

NIST SP 800-55 Revision 1, Performance Measurement 
Guide for Information Security http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-55r1    

NIST SP 800-63-2, Electronic Authentication Guideline http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-63-2    
NIST SP 800-77, Guide to IPsec VPNs http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-77    
NIST SP 800-83 Revision 1, Guide to Malware Incident 
Prevention and Handling for Desktops and Laptops http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-83r1    

NIST SP 800-88 Revision 1, Guidelines for Media 
Sanitization http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-88r1    

NIST SP 800-97, Establishing Wireless Robust Security 
Networks: A Guide to IEEE 802.11i http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-97    

NIST SP 800-111, Guide to Storage Encryption 
Technologies for End User Devices http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-111    

NIST SP 800-113, Guide to SSL VPNs http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-113    
NIST SP 800-114, User’s Guide to Securing External 
Devices for Telework and Remote Access http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-114     

NIST SP 800-114 Revision 1 (Draft), User’s Guide to 
Telework and Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) Security http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/PubsSPs.html#800-114r1   

http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/PubsSPs.html
https://www.us-cert.gov/security-publications/home-network-security
http://www.microsoft.com/security/default.aspx
http://www.staysafeonline.org/
http://www.telework.gov/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/digitalgov/bring-your-own-device
https://www.whitehouse.gov/digitalgov/bring-your-own-device
http://www.telework.gov/guidance_and_legislation/telework_guide/telework_guide.pdf
http://www.telework.gov/guidance_and_legislation/telework_guide/telework_guide.pdf
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-48r1
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-52r1
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-53r4
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-55r1
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-63-2
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-77
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-83r1
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-88r1
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-97
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-111
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-113
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-114
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/PubsSPs.html#800-114r1
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Document Title URL 

NIST SP 800-115, Technical Guide to Information 
Security Testing and Assessment http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-115    

NIST SP 800-118 (Draft), Guide to Enterprise Password 
Management http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/PubsSPs.html#800-118   

NIST SP 800-121 Revision 1, Guide to Bluetooth 
Security http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-121r1   

NIST SP 800-122, Guide to Protecting the 
Confidentiality of Personally Identifiable Information 
(PII) 

http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-122    

NIST SP 800-123, Guide to General Server Security http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-123   
NIST SP 800-124 Revision 1, Guidelines for Managing 
the Security of Mobile Devices in the Enterprise http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-124r1   

NIST SP 800-125, Guide to Security for Full 
Virtualization Technologies http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-125   

NIST SP 800-147, BIOS Protection Guidelines http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-147   
NIST SP 800-153, Guidelines for Securing Wireless 
Local Area Networks (WLANs) http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-153   

NIST SP 800-167, Guide to Application Whitelisting http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-167  
OMB Memorandum M-11-27, Implementing the 
Telework Enhancement Act of 2010: Security 
Guidelines 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/memor
anda/2011/m11-27.pdf  

 1722 

http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-115
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/PubsSPs.html#800-118
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-121r1
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-122
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-123
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-124r1
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-125
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-147
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-153
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-167
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/memoranda/2011/m11-27.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/memoranda/2011/m11-27.pdf
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